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Abstract
The limitations lying behind the applications of EN-1991-1-4, Eurocode1, actions
on structures-general actions-wind load-part 1-4, lead the structural designers to a
great confusion. This may be due to the fact that EC1 only provides the guidance
for bridges whose fundamental modes of vibration have a constant sign (e.g. simply
supported structures) or a simple linear sign (e.g. cantilever structures) and these
modes are the governing modes of vibration of the structure. EC1 analyzes only
the along-wind response of the structure and does not deal with the cross wind response. The simplified methods that are recommended in this code can be used to
analyze structures with simple geometrical configurations. In this report, the analytical methods which are used to describe the fluctuating wind behavior and predict
the relative static and dynamic response of the structure are studied and presented.
The criteria used to judge the acceptability of the wind load and the corresponding
structural responses along with the serviceability considerations are also presented.
Then based on the given methods the wind forces acting on a continuous bridge
whose main span is larger than the 50 meters (i.e. > 50 meter requires dynamic
assessment) is studied and compared with the results which could be obtained from
the simplified methods recommended in the EC1.
Key words: Wind load, dynamic response of a continuous bridge, theoretical methods, Eurocode 1, vortex shedding, aerodynamic and aeroelastic instabilities, Natural
frequencies.

Sammanfattning
De begränsningar som ligger bakom tillämpningarna av Eurokod 1: Laster på bärverk
-Del 1-4: Allmänna laster – Vindlast leder, byggnadskonstruktörer till stor förvirring.
Detta beror eventuellt pa grund av det faktum att Euokod 1 bara ger vägledning for
broar vars huvudsakliga svängningsmoder har konstant tecken eller enkelt linjärt
tecken och att dessa är de dominerande sväningsmoder av bärverk. Eurocod 1
analyserar endast hur bärverk rör sig i vindriktningen. De förenklade metoder
som rekommenderas i denna kod tillämpas för att analysera de bärverk som har
enkla geometriska konfigurationer. I denna rapport diskuteras och redovisas de
analytiska metoderna som används för att beskriva det varierande vindbeteendet
och beräkningar av relativ statisk och dynamisk respons av bärverket. De kriterier
som används för att bedömma godtagbarheten av vindlasten och dess motsvarande
påverkan på bärverket, tillsammans med överväganden kring funktionsduglighet,
presenteras också. Baserat på de givna metoderna studeras och jämförs vindlaster
som verkar på en kontinuerlig bro vars största spann är större än 50 meter (dvs.
> 50 meter kräver dynamisk bedömning), med de resultat som kan erhållas från de
förenklade metoderna som rekommenderas i EC1.
Sökord: Vindlast, dynamisk respons av en kontinuerlig bro, teoretiska metoder, Eurokod 1, virvelavlösning, aerodynamiska och aeroelastisk instabilitet, egenfrekvens..
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Wind load is one of the structural actions which has a great deal of influence on
bridge design. The significant role of wind loads is more highlighted after it caused
numbers of bridge structures to either collapse completely, e.g., Tacoma Narrows
Bridge (1940) or experience serviceability discomforts e.g. Volgograd bridge (2010).
Massive researches and studies have been carried out all over the world in order to
analyze and model the fluctuating wind behavior and its relative static and dynamic
interactions with the bridge components and the corresponding structural responses
to the turbulent wind load.
The nature of the wind load is dynamic. This means that its magnitude varies
with respect to time and space. As a result, analysis and modeling of such a load
and its relative effects on structure may be quite complex and require substantial
knowledge in mathematics, computational fluid dynamics and structural analysis.
The EN-1991-1-4 or Eurocode 1 and SS-EN-1991-1-4(2005) are the standard codes
for the designers to evaluate both the wind forces acting on the surface of the
structure and the corresponding static and dynamic response of the structures. SSEN-1991-1-4(2005) contains the Swedish annex which points out which clauses in
the EN-1991-1-4 may or may not be used in Sweden. The mentioned standard code
has simplified the complex nature of the wind load and its corresponding effects
on the bridge structures by suggesting some simplified methods to model the wind
phenomena and also recommends some simplified methods to determine the static
and dynamic response of structures. However, great attention must be paid while
using the mentioned guidance as one may require knowledge of the background and
logics applied behind the given simplifications and the corresponding assumptions
and limitations to assure that the results represent the actual situations in the field.
The limitations behind the applications of the EN-1991-1-4, Eurocode1, actions
on structures-general actions-wind load-part 1-4, lead the structural designers to a
great confusion. This may be due to the fact that, EC1 provides only the guidance for the bridges whose fundamental mode of vibrations have constant sign (e.g.
simply supported structures) or a simple linear sign (e.g. cantilever structures) and
these modes are the governing mode of vibrations of the structure; it analyzes only
the along-wind response of the structure and not the cross wind response and the
5
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simplified methods recommended in this code are covering only the structures with
simple geometrical configurations.
In this report, the analytical methods which are used to describe the fluctuating
wind behavior and predict the relative static and dynamic response of the structures
along with the effect of serviceability criteria which influence the performance, are
studied and presented in the following chapters. Then based on the given methods
the wind forces acting on a continuous bridge whose main span is larger than the
50 meters (i.e. > 50 meter requires dynamic assessment) is studied and compared
with the results which could be obtained from the simplified methods recommended
in the EC1.
In chapter 1, the wind characteristics, wind phenomena, basic wind velocity,
mean wind velocity, turbulence, methods to determine the corresponding wind spectral density functions and static wind loads are described. In chapter 2 the corresponding dynamic response of the structure against the fluctuating wind load are
discussed. The vortex shedding and aerodynamic instabilities are also described in
this chapter. Chapter 3 is based on the EN-1991-1-4 and SS-EN-1991-1-4(2005)
specifications and how the Eurocode 1 deals with the wind actions on bridge structures. Chapter 4 describes the finite element analysis of the given continuous bridge
and modeling of the bridge structure in order to determine its relevant natural frequencies and carry out a dynamic assessment of the bridge. Chapter 5 represents
the analytical calculation of the wind loads acting on the bridge structure based on
the theoretical methods and the final conclusion is given in the chapter 6. The corresponding tables of mass participation factors, sum mass participations obtained
from LUSAS and MATLAB code are given in appendix A and B respectively.

Chapter 2

Wind load
2.1

Wind load chain

Wind load and the wind response of the structure relation is illustrated in the form
of a chain by A.G. Daveport, which draws the attentions towards the significant
role of each and every factor in the given chain while designing a safe and stable
structure against wind load which is shown below.

Figure 2.1: Wind load chain, suggested by A.G. Daveport

Davenport’s approach describes that the wind loading on the structures is determined by a combined effect of the wind climate which needs to be calculated
statistically; the local wind exposure which depends on the terrain roughness and topography; aerodynamic characteristics of the structures which depend on the shape
of the structure; dynamic effect i.e. the wind load magnitude (potential) increases
due to the wind-induced resonant vibrations. Stiff structures may vibrate in different
ways when subjected to wind loading. e.g. along-wind vibrations called buffeting
may occur with the turbulence[15]. Slender structures are especially susceptible to
cross-wind vibrations caused by vortex shedding, and within certain ranges of wind
velocities, wind load perpendicular to the wind direction may be in resonance with
the structure. Cable supported bridges and some other structures may vibrate when
vertical and torsional movements are coupled. This phenomenon, known as classical
flutter, occurs only at high wind velocities. However, bridges where flutter is likely
to occur must be studied in wind-tunnel experiments, as flutter can cause the structure to collapse completely. And finally the clear criteria needs to be established
to judge acceptability of the predicted wind load and the corresponding responses.
This includes the effect of the wind on the entire structure, each component, exterior
envelope and various serviceability considerations which influence the performance
7
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and which determine the habitability [9].

2.2

The atmospheric boundary layer

The wind velocity and its corresponding direction near the ground surface changes
with respect to the variation of height. When wind is approaching the offshore
its velocity reduces close to the ground as the ground surface tends to reduce the
wind speed and this effect is minimized as the height of the wind increases from the
ground surface. This effect exists up to a height of 1000 meters which is known as
height of geostrophic wind above the atmospheric layer [7].
2.2.1

The roughness length

The roughness length z0 can be interpreted as the size of a characteristic vortex,
which is formed as a result of friction between the air and the ground surface.
Therefore, z0 is the height above the ground at which the mean velocity is zero.

Figure 2.2: Roughness length z0

2.3

Mean wind velocity- wind profile(homogenous terrain)

The wind velocity increases with the height above the terrain and this variation
of the wind velocity is known as wind profile. The variation of the wind load is
determined with a logarithmic profile which is discussed below. There are two
characteristic lengths to be considered in the boundary layer. In the higher part
of the boundary layer close to the free wind flow, the boundary layer height is an
important factor where in the lower part of the boundary layer the dominant length
scale is a measure of surface roughness. Thus, in the logarithmic profile the surface
roughness is taken into account which is valid only up to a height of 50-100 meter
above the terrain and in corrected logarithmic profile the length of boundary layer
is taken into account which is suitable for the high velocities and it is valid up to
a height of 300 meters. Notice that the above logarithmic profiles are only used to
determine the variation of the mean wind velocity.

Mean wind velocity- wind profile(homogenous terrain)

2.3.1

9

The logarithmic profile

The friction velocity u∗ is defined by the following formula:
r
u∗ =

τ
ρ

(2.1)

Where τ is the shear stress at the ground surface and ρ is the air density. Close to
the ground, the velocity gradient dU (z)/dz depends upon τ and ρ and the height z
above the ground. Based upon a dimensional analysis, a differential equation for the
mean wind velocities can be formulated and if there is a long , flat terrain upstream,
its solutions lead to the following expression for the logarithmic profile.
z
u∗
. ln
κ
z0

U (z) =

(2.2)

Where κ is von Karaman’s constant (κ ∼ 0.4) and z0 is called the roughness
length. Eurocode 1 uses the logarithmic profile for the mean wind velocity up to
200 meter above the ground level. The corresponding value of the z0 is given by the
following table 4.1 in EC1.
2.3.2

Corrected logarithmic profile

The expression (2.2) for logarithmic profile is not valid at very high altitude above
ground. Harris and Deaves (1980) have suggested the following formula.

U (z) =

u∗
.[ln z−d
κ
z0

+ 5.75a − 1.88a2 − 1.33a3 + 0.25a4 ]

Where the actual, effective height, z − d, is normalized by the gradient height zg
when calculating the non-dimensional argument a.
a=

z−d
zg

(2.3)

u∗
6.fc

(2.4)

The gradient height zg is given by :
zg =

Where fc is the coriolis parameter and given as follows:
fc = 2.Ω. sin λ

(2.5)

Where Ω is the angular velocity of the earth (2.π/24hours = 7.27.10−5 rad/sec)
and λ is the latitude.

10
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Wind load

Power law profile

There is another empirical formula which is used in Canadian code NBC 1990, which
is expressed as:
U (z) = U (zref ).(

z
zref

)α

(2.6)

Where, zref is the reference height in m, α is given in tabular form in the code
which depends on the terrain category.

2.4

Wind turbulence

The wind in the boundary layer is naturally turbulent i.e. the flow varies randomly
from interval of a second to several minutes. The statistical methods are used to
describe the turbulent flow. A Cartesian coordinate system is applied, with the
x-axis in the direction of the mean wind velocity (along wind direction), the y-axis
horizontal (cross wind direction) and the z –axis vertical , positive upwards. The
velocities at a given time t are formulated as:
Longitudinal − direction : U (z) + u(x, y, z, t)

(2.7)

Lateral − direction : v(x, y, z, t)

(2.8)

V ertical − direction : w(x, y, z, t)

(2.9)

Where the U(z) is the mean velocity and depends only on the height above the
ground . u, v, w describe the fluctuating part of the wind field, and can be treated
mathematically as stationary, stochastic processes with a zero mean value.
A stochastic process is referred to a phenomenon if the phenomenon has been
measured/recorded on many occasions during sufficiently long interval of time, then
certain statistical properties of the phenomenon can be deduced. Statistical properties may also be based on mathematical modeling of the phenomenon. The phenomenon itself is then described as a stochastic process, and any measured sample
during a time period is called a realization of the stochastic process.
Expected values of the process itself, or combinations of the process at different
times or positions, can be derived from the measurements or mathematical modeling. If theses expected values are time independent, and if the correlation between
values at different times only depend on time differences, then the process is called
stationary.
The figure below illustrates the variation of the mean wind velocity with respect to the height above the ground level and the time along with the turbulence
component u(z,t).
2.4.1

Standard deviation of the turbulence components

The standard deviations of the turbulence components in the wind direction u, in
horizontal v, and in vertical direction w, up to a height of 100-200m above homogeneous terrain are approximately

Wind turbulence
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Figure 2.3: Simultaneous wind velocities in the wind direction at different heights above
the ground (left) and time(right).

σu = A.u∗

(2.10)

σv ≈ 0, 75.σu

(2.11)

σw ≈ 0, 5.σu

(2.12)

Where the constant A ≈ 2.5if z0 = 0.05m and A ≈ 1.8if z0 = 0.3m
The turbulence intensity Iu (z) for the long-wind turbulence component u at
height z is defined as:
Iu (z) =

σu (z)
U (z)

(2.13)

Where σu (z) is the standard deviation of the turbulence component u and U (z)
is mean vind velocity, both at height z. For flat terrain, the turbulence intensity is
approximately given by:
Iu (z) =

1
ln zz0

(2.14)

Where z0 is the roughness length and σu /u∗ is assumed to be 2.5 .
Up to 100-200 m above the ground, it is usually reasonable to assume that
the turbulence components are distributed normally with a zero mean value and
standard deviations as given above. However this does not hold for the tails of
the distribution, i.e. when the turbulence components are outside a range of ±3
standard deviations. In this case the assumption of normal distribution may lead
to significant errors.
2.4.2

Time scales and integral length scales

Here in this section two correlation functions are introduced. The autocorrelation
functions ρTu (z, τ ) which is defined as the normalized mean value of the product of
the turbulence component u at the time t and u at the time t + τ ,

12
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ρTu (z, τ ) = Eu(x, y, z, t).u(x, y, z, t + τ )/σu2 (z)

(2.15)

The function indicates that how much information a measurement of the turbulence component u(x, y, z, t) in the mean wind direction will provide about the value
of u(x, y, z, t + τ ) measured at a time τ later at the same place [9].
The autocorrelation function depends only on height z above ground and on time
difference τ due to the assumption of the horizontal homogeneous flow. u may be
said to have a characteristic time of memory, the so called time scale T (z). In other
words, time scale represents how long the turbulence is being measured i.e. the total
time period and τ is the time segments inside the interval of time scale. One of the
important measurements of u taken at time t give a great deal of information about
u at the time τ later if τ  T (z) , but only little information, if τ  T (z). the
formal definition of time scale T (z) is
Z

∞

T (z) =

ρTu (z, τ ) dτ

(2.16)

τ
)
T (z)

(2.17)

0

ρTu (z, τ ) = exp(−

Lxu

Z
=

∞

ρu (z, rx )drx

(2.18)

0

Integral length scale is a measure of the sizes of the vortices in the wind, or in
other words the average size of a gust in a given direction. According to Taylor’s
hypothesis, ρu (z, rx ) = ρTu (z, τ )f orrx = U (z).τ indicating that the longitudinal
integral length scale is equal to the time scale multiplied by the mean velocity,
Lxu (z) = U (z)T (z).
Full scale measurements are used to estimate integral length scales. However
results show extensive scatter originating mainly from the variability of the length
and degree of stationary of the records being analyzed. The integral length scales
depend upon the height z above ground and on the roughness of the terrain, i.e.
roughness length z0. The wind velocity may also influence the integral length scales
at site. Counihan(1975), has suggested the following purely empirical expression for
the longitudinal integral length at height z in the range of 10-240m.
Lxu = Cz m

(2.19)

Where C and m depend on roughness length z0 which can be determined graphically by referring to the Counihan(1975).
Lyu ≈ 0.3Lxu

(2.20)

Lzu ≈ 0.2Lxu

(2.21)

Wind turbulence

2.4.3
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Power-spectral density function

Power spectral density function is a dimensionless function which describes the frequency in a distributed form for the turbulent along-wind velocity component, u.
There are different suggestions to determine these functions. The most common
and frequently used power spectral density functions are discussed here in this section. The frequency distribution of the turbulent along-wind velocity component u
is described by the non-dimensional power spectra density function Rn (z, n) defined
as:
RN (z, n) = nSu (z, n)/σu2 (z)

(2.22)

Where n is the frequency in Hertz and Su (z, n) is the power spectrum for the
along-wind turbulence component. Turbulent energy is generated in large eddies
(low frequencies) and dissipated in small eddies (high frequencies). In the intermediate region, called the inertial sub-range the turbulent energy production is balanced
by turbulent energy dissipation, and the turbulent energy spectrum is independent
of the specific mechanisms of generation and dissipation. For most of the structures
except flexible offshore structures (as these structures have very low frequencies),
the spectral values for frequencies within this range (inertial sub-range) are the most
important.
Based on Tylor’s hypothesis frozen turbulence and considering the frequencies
in the inertial sub-range, the non-dimensional power spectrum function RN is given
by:
−2/3

RN (z, n) = A.fL

(2.23)

Where A is a constant depending slightly on height and fL = nLxu (z)/U (z) and
is a height dependent length scale of turbulence. The constant A should be
obtained based on full-scale spectral density functions measured at different height,
preferably using the integral length scale in the high-frequency calculated by equation above i.e. L(z) = Lxu (z). According to ESDU 85020, a function decreases with
increasing height and for a structure up to a height of 200-300 m, spectral functions
are obtained within accuracy 5% accuracy using A = 0, 14 for all heights assuming L(z) = Lxu (z). Different suggestions or methods to determine the power spectra
density functions in the literatures are Von Karman, Harris, Davenport and Kaimal.
Lxu (z)

Kaimal spectra density function for longitudinal turbulence component

Kaimal el al. (1972) [17] suggests the following spectral density function which is
commonly used:
Rn (z, n) = 2.3λfz /(1 + λfz )5/3

(2.24)

Where, λ = 50, the non-dimensional parameter used to locate the maximum
value of the spectral density obtained for fz = f( z, max) = 3/2λ. The integral
length scale Lxu obtained using the spectral density function is equal to:
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Lxu (z) = U (z)T (z) =

U (z)Su (z, 0)
= λz/6
4σu2 (z)

(2.25)

The above equation is appropriate for the height higher than 50 meters, for
structures lower than this height instead of fz in the spectral density function the
following equation needs to be used:
fL = nLxu (z)/U (z)

(2.26)

Therefore we obtain the following expression which is used in Eurocode1:
Rn (z, n) = 6.8fL /(1 + 10.2fL )5/3

(2.27)

Where, fL is calculated from expression (2.25). The spectral density function
may be used for the structures whose fundamental frequency of vibration is higher
than the lower end of the inertial sub-range. It gives an accurate representation of
the turbulent fluctuations in the frequency range of interest for most structures.
Von Karman spectra density function for longitudinal turbulence component

Von Karman (1948) [36] has suggested the following expression for the the spectral
density function:
Rn (z, n) = 4fL /(1 + 70.8fL2 )5/6

(2.28)

The above expression is used by the Swedish annex.
Davenport (1967) spectra density function for longitudinal turbulence component

Rn (z, n) = 2fL2 /3(1 + fL2 )4/3

(2.29)

The only difference in this expression is that the function is based on the fL =
nL/U (z), where and L ≈ 1200m [6].
Harris (1970) spectra density function for longitudinal turbulence component

Rn (z, n) = 2fL2 /3(2 + fL2 )5/6

(2.30)

With non-dimensional frequency fL = nL/U (z), where and L ≈ 1800m [14]. A
comparison is made between the suggested functions which is shown in Figure 2.4.
The fuctions are based on the integral length scale of Lxu (z) = 180m. It can be
observed that Davenport gives the highest power spectra and Von Karman gives
higher power spectral than the Kaimal( Eurocode1) but after frequency of 1 it is
vice versa.
The Swedish annex suggests the value of integral length Lxu (z) = 150m. Therefore, corresponding spectral power density function is shown in Figure 2.5.
It can be observed that Von Karman gives a higher power spectra than the
Kaimal spectra function but for frequencies higher than 1 the power spectra obtained
by Kaimal(Eurocode1) is higher.

Wind turbulence
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Figure 2.4: Power-spectral density functions for longitudinal turbulence component for
Lxu (z) = 180m.

Figure 2.5: Power-spectral density functions for longitudinal turbulence component for
Lxu (z) = 150m.
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Power spectra of lateral and vertical turbulence components are approximately
given by [28].

2.4.4

nSv (z, n)
15fz
=
2
u∗
(1 + 9.5fz )5/3

(2.31)

nSw (z, n)
3.36fz
=
2
u∗
(1 + 10fz )5/3

(2.32)

correlation between turbulence at two points

Davenport [8] suggested on the emperical basis the relaions between two turbulence
point having distances ry and rz in horizontal and vertical dimensions (horizontal
structures) the following expression:
q
n
(Cy ry )2 + (Cz rz )2 )
(2.33)
ϕu (ry , rz , n) = exp(−
U
Where Cy and Cz are the decay constants and they are determined using full
scale measurements.

2.5

Static wind load

In most of the structures the wind-induced resonant vibrations may be negligible
and the wind responses can be determined using the procedures applicable for static
loads. The wind load calculation is performed using the probabilistic methods and
stochastic process. This means that the wind has a mean wind value and a standard deviation. The peak factor kp is used to include the effect of the highest mean
wind load taking place within the measured period of time (i.e. 10 min.). Turbulence gives a fluctuating contribution to the wind load which depends on structural
geometry and other parameters. Therefore wind always fluctuates when acting on
structure or the structural components.
The characteristic wind load is the wind load with a mean wind value of mux or
Fm ax and standard deviation of σF obtained within a particular time i.e. 10 minutes
which is shown in the equation 2.34. The response of the structure to the characteristic wind load is also expressed as the characteristic response of the structure
having mean response value and standard deviation. The static load that generates
a characteristic response on the structure or structural components due to the actual
fluctuating wind load is usually known as ‘equivalent static load’.
Fmax = Fq + kp σF

(2.34)

The wind fluctuation is proportional to the twice of the turbulence intensity
therefore the standard deviation is given by:
σF = Fq 2Iu

p
kb

(2.35)

Static wind load
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The gust factor is the ratio of the characteristic wind load and the corresponding
mean wind load.
ϕ=

p
Fmax
= 1 + kp 2Iu kb
Fq

(2.36)

The background turbulence factor kb is an integral measure of the load reduction
due to the lack of pressure correlation over the surface of the structure. The nonsimultaneous action of wind gust over the structure causes reduction of maximum
instantaneous pressure averaged over the surface of the structure. Benjamin Backer
1884 discovered that the wind load acting over the smaller plates experience higher
loads proportional to its size than the larger plates and correctly attributed the
effect of the size of the wind gust relative to the plates.
The concept of the ‘equivalent static gust’ is commonly used in the codes which
is based on the filtering of the time series of either the fluctuating wind velocity
pressure in the undisturbed wind or of the surface pressure measured at a point by
running averaging to remove high-frequency fluctuations lasting for periods larger
than 5 to 15 seconds. The cut-off frequency is chosen based on the size of the
structural area [9].
2.5.1

Total wind load on structure- Davenport’s model

Davenport (1962) has developed a method to convert the wind flow with its fluctuating nature into the wind load acting on structure. The method is described below
[5].
Wind load on small structure

The wind load on small structure or point like structure is calculated by assuming
that the size of the wind gusts are smaller than the size of structure or the size of
the structural components. Therefore, the effect of the reduced wind load due to
the lack of pressure correlation on the surface is negligible and hence the value of kb
is taken as 1. Therefore, the gust factor is given by [6]:
ϕ=

Fmax
= 1 + kp 2Iu
Fq

(2.37)

The total static wind load is obtained by equation 2.36.
Ftot = Fq + Ft
1
Fq = CA AρU 2
2
Ft = CA AρU u

(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)

Ftot is the total wind load which is determined by adding the mean wind load,
Fq and the fluctuating wind load, Ft with a mean of zero. The power spectrum of
the fluctuating wind load Ft is given by the following equation.
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4Fq2
SF (n) = (CA AρU ) Su (n) = 2 Su (n)
(2.41)
U
The variance of the wind fluctuations is given by integrating the power spectrum
SF (n) over all frequencies n [9]:
Z ∞
4Fq2
4Fq2 2
2
(2.42)
S
(n)dn
=
σ
σF =
u
U2
U2 u
0
2

Wind load on large structures

In the structures with considerably large size, the spatial pressure correlation over
the surface of the structure must be taken into account. This can be done using aerodynamic admittance function χ2 (nl/U ) which argues the ratio between the
length l of the structure and the characteristic eddy size of natural wind U/l for
line like structures and for structures with rectangular area the ratio between the
lengths l1 and l2 and the characteristic eddy size of the natural wind U/l given the
aerodynamic admittance function χ2 ((nl1 )/U, (nl2 )/U ) [9].

The variance of the fluctuation wind load is given by:
Z ∞
4Fq2 2 nl1 nl2
4Fq2 2
2
σF =
χ( ,
)Su (n)dn = 2 σu
U2
U U
U
0
Where the aerodynamic admittance function is equal to:
Z
1 l
r
2 nl1
2(1 − )ψp (r, n, U )dr
χ ( )=
U
l 0
l
And for the rectangular area the admittance function is equal to:
Where the aerodynamic admittance function is equal to:
Z l1 Z l2
1
r1
r2
2 nl1 nl2
χ( ,
)=
4(1 − )(1 − )ϕp (r1 , r2 , n, U )dr1 dr2
U U
l1 l2 0 0
l1
l2

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

And the gust factor is given by:
ϕ=

p
Fmax
= 1 + kp 2Iu kb
Fq

(2.46)

The aerodynamic admittance function value is less than or equal to 1, therefore
the corresponding value of kb is also less than or equal to 1. The size factor cs is
expressed as the ratio of the gust factor corresponding to large structure and that
of small structures.
√
1 + kpL 2Iu kb
cs =
(2.47)
1 + kps 2Iu

Static wind load
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Determination of aerodynamic admittance functions for line like structures

In order to determine the admittance function for line like structures the Davenport’s
model can be used. Extreme wind responses such as bending moment, stresses and
deflection are estimated based on a statistical description of the fluctuating load
on the structure. The normalized co-spectrum data described below are used as
an input when calculating wind responses on line-like structures. The ‘equivalent
static gust’ which is defined as the shortest-duration, hence smallest, gust which
fully loads the structure or structural components is used to determine the extreme
wind responses based on the dynamic admittance function[28]. The basic idea is to
estimate the extreme wind load on the basis of air turbulence measured only at one
point. The spatial distribution of the load is taken into account by time averaging
the air turbulence measured. The load on large structures corresponds to long averaging times, where short averaging times are used for small structures.

The normalized co-spectrum of the surface pressure could be described using an
exponential decay function [9]:
nr
)
(2.48)
U
Where Cr is decay constant and is equal to Cr = 8 in Sweden, n is the structural
fundamental frequency in Hertz, r is the distance between two points and U is the
mean wind velocity. The response of the structure to the wind load is obtained by
the summation of surface pressures multiplied by the response-influence functions.
The response can be bending moment or deflection of the structure. These response
influence function should be incorporated into the aerodynamic admittance function
that corresponds to the response in question.
Z l
IR (z)F (z, t)dz
(2.49)
R(t) =
ϕp (r, n, U ) = exp (−Cr

0

Where R(t) is the response of the structure such as bending moment or deflection.
IR (z) is the response-influence function of the point specified by the coordinate of z
and F (z, t) is the wind load at location z and time t. The corresponding admittance
function is given by the following expression:
R
1 l
k(r)ψp (r, n, U )dr
2
l 0
χ (φ) =
(2.50)
Rl
( 1l 0 |IR (z)|dz)2
Where the non-dimensional parameter is φ = Cr nr/U . The absolute value of
the response influence function in the denominator of equation 2.48 provides the
facility of a normalization that is valid for IR with constant sign as well as response
influence functions with changing sign. The normalized co-influence function k(r)
is obtained by
Z
2 l−r
k(r) =
IR (z)IR (z + r)dz
(2.51)
l 0
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Rectangular area

The wind load response for only rectangular area is obtained using the following
expression [9]:
Z l1 Z l2
IR (z1 , z2 )F (z1 , z2 , t)dz2 dz1
(2.52)
R(t) =
0

0

Where IR (z1 , z2 ) is the response-influence function and F (z1 , z2 , t) is the wind
load at the point (z1 , z2 ). The aerodynamic admittance function for rectangular
area is calculated as:
R l1 R l2
1
kr (r1 , r2 )ψp (r1 , r2 , n, U )dr2 dr1
χ2 (φ1 , φ2 ) = l1 l2 0 0 R l1 R l2
(2.53)
( l11l2 0 0 |IR (z1 , z2 )|dz2 dz1 )2
Where φ1 = Cp (nl1 )/U and φ2 = Cp (nl2 )/U and the normalized co-influence
function is obtained by:
Z l1 −r1 Z l2 −r2
2
k(r1 , r2 ) =
|IR (z1 , z2 , r1 , r2 )|dz2 dz1
(2.54)
l1 l2 0
0
Where,
IR (z1 , z2 , r1 , r2 ) = IR (z1 , z2 )IR (z1 + r1 , z2 + r2 ) + IR (z1 , z2 + r2 )IR (z1 + r1 , z2 ) (2.55)
Structures with constant sign response-influence functions, give an aerodynamic
admittance function which is equal to 1 for full pressure correlation occurring at
zero frequency in accordance with the exponential decay function in equation(2.17).
Therefore, for the structures with a response-influence function of constant sign, the
aerodynamic admittance function can be approximated using the following expression:
χ2 (φ1 , φ2 ) =

1
q
1 + (G1 φ1 )2 + (G2 φ2 )2 + ( π2 G1 φ1 G2 φ2 )2

Where φ1 = Cr (nl1 )/U and φ2 = Cr (nl2 )/U .

(2.56)

Chapter 3

Dynamic response of structures to
the wind load
3.1

Along-Wind Response

There are structures which are sensitive to the fluctuating wind load. This means
that the fluctuating wind load causes the structure to vibrate. Hence the response
of the structure must be taken into account while calculating the wind load. For
such structures the along-wind load can be calculated with reasonable accuracy by
considering the structure to have a single degree of freedom. For such structures the
along-wind component is taken into account as the other two components are not
of great importance.
3.1.1

Single degree of freedom

Here the analysis is performed for both point-like structure and large structures. As
it has already been explained that the lack of pressure correlation on the surface of
small structures is not significant. Therefore, the value of kb is taken as 1. But in
large structures the effect of the reduced maximum wind load due to lack of pressure
correlation will contribute to the factor kb .
Wind load on point-like structures

The structure is assumed to have a mass of m which is modeled by a spring having
stiffness k connected parallel with a viscous damper of a damping coefficient of cs .
Therefore, the simple dynamic equation is as follows:
mξ¨def + cs ξ˙def + kξdef = Ftot

(3.1)

Where ξ is deflection and Ftot is the total along-wind force and calculated by the
following expression:
1
Ftot = CD Aρ(U + u − ξ˙def )2
2
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(3.2)
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It can be seen that for calculating the wind load the effect of speed of structure
against the wind load is taken into account. This is very important as it gives rise
to the aerodynamic damping which is often of the same order of magnitude as the
structural damping. As a matter of fact the value of mean wind velocity is higher
than the along-wind component which leads to the following expression.
(U + u − ξ˙def )2 = U 2 + 2U u − 2U ξ˙def

(3.3)

Hence, the total wind load is a summation of mean wind load, fluctuating wind
load and the aerodynamic damping load as below:
Ftot = Fq + Ft − Fa
1
Fq = CD AρU 2
2
Ft = CD AρU u

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Fa = CD AρU ξ˙def = ca ξ˙def

(3.7)

ca = CD AρU

(3.8)

The total damping coefficient is given by a summation of structural damping
and aerodynamic damping coefficients.
c = ca + cs

(3.9)

Mean deflection

The response of structure to the characteristic wind load has also a mean value
and standard deviation. The mean response of the structure is obtained using the
following formula:
µξ =

Fq
k

(3.10)

Structural vibrations

The standard deviation of the response is obtained by the following set of formula:
the auto-spectrum Sξ (n) of deflection is given by [9]:
Sξ (n) = |H(n)|2 SF (n)

(3.11)

Where, H(n) is the frequency response function for the structure and SF (n) is the
auto-spectrum for load. The variance σξ2 of deflection is obtained by integrating the
auto-spectrum Sξ (n) of deflection from zero to infinity which leads to the following
expression:
Z ∞
Z
4Fq2 σu2 ∞ 2
Su (n)
2
k |H(n)|2 2 dn
(3.12)
σξ =
Sξ (n)dn = 2 2
k U 0
σu
0
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As it is already mentioned the structures with constant sign response influence
function give a value of kb = 1 at frequency zero.
Z ∞
Su (n)
k 2 |H(n = 0)|2 2 dn = 1
kb =
(3.13)
σu
0
Z ∞
Su (n)
ne Su (ne ) π
(3.14)
kr =
k 2 |H(n)|2 2 dn =
σu
σu2
4ζ
0
Therefore, it is a good approximation to calculate the integral as the sum of
kb + kr .
p
σξ
= 2I kb + kr
(3.15)
µξ
And the damping ratio is given by:
ca + cs
ζ= √
2 mk

(3.16)

Wind load on large structures

For a large structure the effect of lack of pressure correlation or the reduced spatial
correlation plays a significant role. The effect of this can be considered by using the
aerodynamic admittance function as shown below:
Z ∞
nl Su (n)
χ2 ( ) 2 dn
kb =
(3.17)
U σu
0
kr = χ2 (

ne l Su (ne ) π
)
U
σu2 4ζ

(3.18)

Gust response factor

The maximum response of the structure is obtained as follow:
ξmax = µξ + kp σξ
ϕ=

p
ξmax
= 1 + kp 2Iu kb + kr
µξ

(3.19)
(3.20)

The peak factor kp is the ratio of the expected maximum fluctuating part of
response and standard deviation of response and it is determined as follows [24]:
kp =

p
0.577
2 ln (vT ) + p
2 ln (vT )
s
n20 kb + n2e kr
v=
kb + kr

(3.21)

(3.22)
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Where ne is the resonant frequency (Hz) of the structure for the along-wind
vibration of the structure and n0 is the representative frequency (Hz) of the gust
loading on rigid structures. n0 is determined as follows:
sR
∞ 2 2 n
n χ ( U )Su (n)dn
0
R∞
n0 =
(3.23)
χ2 ( Un )Su (n)dn
0
3.1.2

The Along-wind response of bluff bodies

In this section the dynamic response of the structure subjected to the along-wind
load is calculated. The methods originally presented by A. G. Davenport (1960s)
and then developed by Hansen and Krenk (1996) [13,25].
The procedure to estimate the dynamic response of line-like structures subjected
to along-wind load is presented. The procedure for plate-like structures is usually
used when the width of the structure is of the same order of magnitude with the
characteristic eddy size (U/n) [9].The following assumptions are considered:
• The shape of the structure is simple.
• The wind load is determined from the undisturbed wind field.
• The structure is assumed to be linear-elastic with viscous damping.
• The along-wind mode considered is uncoupled from other modes.
The calculation presented here is not covering the modal coupling. However,
for structures with more than one mode contributing to the resonant response, the
following calculation can be used to obtain each single mode response σr,i . The
total response is given by:
X
2
σR2 =
σr,i
(3.24)
i

There are two frequency functions which are used to describe the dynamic response of the structures. The joint acceptance function and the size reduction
function. The joint acceptance function is used to describe the interaction between
the mode shape of the structure and the fluctuating wind load on the structure. For
a structure with a constant sign mode shape the size reduction function is equal
to the joint acceptance function normalized to 1 at zero frequency. Therefore, the
size reduction function describes the response reduction from the interaction between mode shape and lack of load correlation over the structure as a function of
frequency [27,28].

The calculation of joint acceptance function for line-like structures requires the
calculation of a double-integral for line-like structures and a four-folded integral for
plate-like structures.

Along-Wind Response
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Extreme structural response

The characteristic response of the structure is expressed in the terms of mean response µR , the peak factor kp and standard deviation of structural response σR .
Rmax = µR + kp σR

(3.25)

The standard deviation of the response of the structure is obtained as follows:
q
(3.26)
σR = σb2 + σr2
Where, σb is the standard deviation which originates from the background turbulence and σr originates from the resonant turbulence which are given by the following
expressions:
p
σb = µR 2Iu,ref θb kb
(3.27)
p
σr = µR 2Iu,ref θr kr
(3.28)
The gust factor is obtained from the following expression:
q
ϕ = 1 + kp 2Iu θb2 kb + θr2 kr

(3.29)

Where, θb and θr incorporates the effect of different influence functions for the
mean and fluctuating response.
Response of line-like structures

For line-like structures the total wind load per unit length is given by the following
expression:
1
F (z, t) = ρ(U (z) + u(z, t) − ξ˙def (z, t))2 d(z)C(z)
2
The wind load is given by the following expressions:
F (z, t) = Fq (z) + Ft (z, t) − Fa (z, t)

(3.30)

(3.31)

1
Fq (z) = ρU (z)2 d(z)C(z)
2
Ft (z, t) = ρU (z)u(z, t)d(z)C(z)

(3.33)

Fa = ρU (z)ξ˙def (z, t)d(z)C(z)

(3.34)

(3.32)

The aerodynamic damping load is taken into account using a logarithmic decrement δ describing the total damping expressed as:
δ = δa + δs

(3.35)

Where, δs is the logarithmic decrement of the structural damping. The aerodynamic damping may be calculated by the following expression:
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1
Ured
δa = Cref
γa
2
Mred
Ured =

Uref
ne dred

(3.37)

Mred =

mg /h
ρd2ref

(3.38)

h

Z
mg =

m(z)
0

1
γa =
h

h

Z

(3.36)

0

ξ 2 (z)
dz
2
ξref

C(z) d(z) U (z) ξ 2 (z)
dz
2
Cref dref Uref ξref

(3.39)

(3.40)

Where, Cref is the reference shape factor, Ured is non-dimensional reduced wind
velocity,Mred is a non-dimensional mass ratio, m is the mass per unit length, mg
is the normalized, generalized mass of the mode considered and γa is a factor that
accounts for the actual distribution of shape factor, wind velocity and mode shape
along the structure.
Mean response

The mean response originates from the mean wind acting over the structure and is
obtained by the multiplication of response-influence function and the applied wind
load.
Z

h

Fq (z)IR (z)dz

µR =

(3.41)

0

The mean wind response is given by the following expression:
1 2
µR = hdref Cref ρUref
IR,ref γm
(3.42)
2
Where, h is the length of the structure, dref is the width of the structure perpendicular to the direction of the wind load, Cref is the reference shape factor, IR,ref
is the response-influence function at the reference point and γm gives the integral
effect of the function gm .
1
γm =
h
gm (z) =

Z

h

gm (z)dz

(3.43)

0

C(z) d(z) U (z)2 IR (z)
2
Cref dref Uref
IR,ref (z)

(3.44)

gm is the non-dimensional function describing the variation of the mean wind
load and response-influence function along the structure.
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Background turbulence response

The background response is obtained by multiplying the fluctuating wind load by the
resonance-influence function and integrating throughout the length of the structure.
Z h
Ft (z, t)IR (z)dz
(3.45)
Rb (t) =
0

The variance of the background turbulence function is obtained from the following expression:
2
2
σb2 = (hdref Cref ρUref σu,ref
IR,ref
Jb2

(3.46)

The non-dimensional response variation is determined by double integral as
shown below:
Z hZ h
1
2
Jb = 2
ρu (rz )gb (z1 )gb (z2 )dz1 dz2
(3.47)
h 0 0
The gb (z) is a non-dimensional function describing the background turbulent
wind load variation along the length of the structure and is obtained as follows:
gb (z) =

C(z) d(z) U (z) σ(z) IR (z)
Cref dref Uref σu,ref IR,ref (z)

(3.48)

The gm and gb functions with constant sign are given in Table 3.1 for different
mode shapes.
Table 3.1: Asymptotic behaviour of the non-dimensional response variance Jb2 . γb and G
values used to calculate joint acceptance function
Load variation Jb2 Asymptote Jb2 Asymptote γb
Γ
fungtion g
for ϕz → 0
for ϕz → ∞
γr
G
1
1
2/ϕz
1
1/2
z/h
1/4
2/(3ϕz )
1/2 3/8
(z/h)2
1/9
2/(5ϕz )
1/3 5/18
(z/h)3
1/16
2/(7ϕz )
1/4 7/32
4
(z/h)
1/25
2/(9ϕz )
1/5 9/50
sin(z/h)
4/π 2
1/ϕz
2/π 4/π 2
2z/h − 1
ϕz /15
2/(3ϕz )
0
-

Resonance turbulence response

The structural response of the dynamic part of the along wind loading may be
calculated using modal analysis. The response to gusty wind is usually dominated
by the fundamental mode.
Z h
Q(t) =
C(z)ρU (z)u(z, t)d(z)dz
(3.49)
0
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Where, Q(t) is the corresponding generalized fluctuating load. The dynamic
part of the structural deflection may, as an approximation, be written as ξ(z)a(t).
Where, a(t) is stochastic amplitude function. The spectral density function of a(t)
is given by:
2
Sa (n) = hdref Cref ρUref ξref
|H(n)|2 |Jz (n)|2 Su,ref (n)

(3.50)

The joint acceptance function is obtained by a double-integration given below:
Z hZ h
1
2
|Jz (n)| = 2
gr (z1 , n)gr (z2 , n)ψF (rz , n, U )dz1 dz2
(3.51)
h 0 0
s
Su (z) ξ(z)
C(z) d(z) U (z)
(3.52)
gr (z1 , n) =
Cref dref Uref Su,ref (n) ξref
Where, gr (z1 , n) is a non-dimensional function describing the resonant wind load
variation along the structural length. ψF (rz , n, U ) is the normalized co-spectrum for
the wind load components at two points having a distance rz .H(n)2 is the structural
2
frequency response. The variance of acceleration σacc
at reference height is given
by multiplying ξr ef 2 (2πne )2 to the integral from zero to infinity of the spectral
density functions. This is due to the fact that, the inertial force is proportional to
acceleration.

2
2
σacc
= ξref
(2πne )2 σa2 =

2
(2Iu,ref )2
2
2π
(hd
C
ρU
)
RN (zref , ne )|Jz (ne )|2 (3.53)
ref
ref
ref
2
mg
2δ

The resonance response such as bending moment and deflection in the structure
are obtained by multiplying the inertia force to the response-influence function as
shown below:
Z h
Rr (t) =
FI (z, t)IR (z)dz
(3.54)
0

FI (z, t) = m(z)(2πne )2 ξ(z)a(t)
3.1.3

(3.55)

Design procedure for mode shapes with constant sign

The mean wind velocity is obtained using the following expression:
z
)
(3.56)
z0
Where the integral length scale used in the design procedure is obtained as
follows:
U (z) = Ubas kT ln(

z 0.3
) ; 10m ≤ z ≤ 200m
(3.57)
z1 0
Where, z1 0 = 10m and L1 0 = 100m. The integral length scale for the other two
directions are obtained as follows: Lyu = 1/3Lxu and Lzu = 1/4Lxu .
Lxu = L1 0(
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Gust factor

ϕ = 1 + kp 2Iu,ref

q

θb2 kb + θr2 kr

(3.58)

Where it is a good approximation for most of the structure to consider the θb = 1
and θr = 1.
Peak factor

p
0.577
2 ln (vT ) + p
2 ln (vT )
s
n20 kb + n2e kr
v=
kb + kr
sR
∞ 2
n Ks (n)Su (n, zref )dn
0
R∞
n0 =
Ks (n)Su (n, zref )dn
0
s√
U (zref
hb
n0 = 0.3 √
; n0 ≤ ne
Lu
hb
kp =

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

Background response

The background turbulence factor for constant sign is approximated by the following
expression:
kb =

1
q
2
1 + 32 ( Lbu + ( Lhu )2 + ( π3 Lbu Lhu )2

(3.63)

Resonance response

The resonance response can be calculated by the following expression:
kr =

π2
RN (zref , ne )Ks (ne )
2δ

(3.64)

Where, Ks (ne ) is given by equation (-). And the total logarithmic decrement of
along wind vibrations:
δ = δa + δs

(3.65)

Where the aero-dynamic damping is obtained by:
δa =

CρU (zref )
2ne µ

Where,µ is the mass per unit area of the structure.

(3.66)
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3.2

Cross-wind vibtrations induced by vortex shedding

When a fluid flows over a slender structure, alternative vortices are shed over its
sides resulting in the generation of an inconsistent force due to low pressure regions
being created in the direction normal to the flow of the fluid. This systematic
formation pattern of vortices is referred to as the von Karman vortex street. When
the shedding frequency of the vortices are in resonance with one of the natural
frequencies of the structure, large amplitude vibrations may be expected in a plane
normal to the flow [1]. The phenomenon of vortex shedding is generally significant
for the lower natural frequencies of the structure, but for flexible structures having
a low damping ratio, this might occur at higher frequencies as well. The effect of
vortex shedding is generally predominant for slender structures having an aspect
ratio of 20 or more (i.e. a width to height ratio of 20). A bridge deck is generally
not considered to be a slender structure but vortices will be shed by the flow of
wind in the downwind side and large amplitude vibrations may result if the natural
frequency of the bridge is in resonance with the shedding frequency.
The figure below presented by I. Giosan [12] shows the alternating high and
low pressure regions created by wind flow in the downwind direction. The blue and
yellow colored vortices represent low pressure and high pressure regions respectively.

Figure 3.1: Vortex shedding phenomena by wind flow over a cylinder (I. Giosan)

For cylindrical cross-sections, the nature of vortex shedding induced depends on
the Reynolds number,
U.d
(3.67)
ν
Where, U = wind speed [m/s], d = diameter of the structure [m], ν = kinematic
viscosity [m2 /s].
Re =

The shedding frequency of the vortices ns is represented by equation 3.68,
U
(3.68)
d
Where: St is the Strouhal number which depends on the wind turbulence, nature
of surface roughness and the cross-sectional shape of the structure. Strouhal number is generally considered as 0.15 but for further details one can refer to Simiu and
ns = St.
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Scanlan, 1978. U is the wind speed [m/s], d is the characteristic width or diameter
of the structure.
The figure below demonstrates the lock-in phenomena for various wind velocities
and was given by Simiu and Scanlan, 1986 [28].

Figure 3.2: Vortex shedding trend with velocity (Simiu and Scanlan, 1986)

The ratio between the inertial force and the friction force subjected to the fluid is
generally represented by the Reynolds number. When the Reynolds number is very
low, the flow pattern can be considered to be laminar in nature as the inertia effects
can be neglected. At very high Reynolds number, the regularity of the shedding
vibrations decreases and is irregular in nature.
The vortex shedding phenomenon generally occurs at steady wind flow conditions at
a critical velocity. The periodic vibrations of the shed vortices may lock-in with the
natural frequency of the structure causing high amplitude vibrations in the transversal plane to the wind flow. Vortex shedding generally does not occur for velocities
less than 5 m/s. Vortex shedding generally takes place for steady wind flows with
velocities in the range of 5 to 15 m/s. For turbulent wind flow caused due to velocities higher than 15 m/s, vortex shedding will not occur. The oscillations generated
by vortex shedding can be quite severe to cause fatigue cracks in structures.

Sinusoidal method

The excitation and vibration caused due to vortex shedding is analyzed as a timedependent load of frequency. The phenomenon of vortex shedding is very complex
in nature and as a result load induced is described by a probabilistic method [12].
The load is harmonic and sinusoidal in nature.
The load induced per unit length of the structure at a location x may be determined as follows:
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1
F (x, t) = .ρ.U 2 .D.CL . sin (2.π.ωe .t)
(3.69)
2
Where U is the mean wind speed [m/s], D is the diameter or width of the crosssection of the structure, S is the Strouhal number, CL is defined as the RMS lift
co-efficient and is determined by a stochastic process,ρ is the density of air.

The force to be applied on the structure is calculated by evaluating the maximum
force that is caused due to each mode of vibration multiplied with the amplitude of
the corresponding modal shape. The calculated force must be applied alternatively
on the structure with the natural frequency ωi of the structure and the corresponding
stresses are compared with the limiting values.
Band limited random forcing model

The sinusoidal method is considered to provide conservative results for vortex shedding analysis as it does not take into consideration the wind speed variation with
height, turbulent nature of wind and other properties. The band limited random
forcing model assumes that the force induced due to vortex shedding tends to behave
harmonically only when the motion of the structure is considerably sufficient to shed
vortices (i.e. the amplitude of the vibrations are of the order of 2-2.5% of the width
of the cross-section). In this method, the member is loaded with peak inertia loads
which are considered to act statically on the structure and the resulting stresses are
computed. The relation to compute the peak inertia load at any location is given
as follows [12]:
Fi (x) = (2πωi )2 yi (x)m(x)

(3.70)

Where, Fi (x) is the peak inertia member load at any location x on the structure
for the ith mode of vibration, [N/m] and m(x) is the mass per unit length at location
x of the member, [kg/m] and yi (x) is the peak member displacement caused due to
vortex shedding for the ith mode at a location x, [35]
yi (x) = αi µi (x)

(3.71)

Where, αi is the modal coefficient of the oscillatory displacement magnitude for the
ith mode of vibration and µi (x) is the mode shape amplitude for the ith mode at
a location x. The modal coefficient can be calculated for non-tapered sections with
the procedure described below:
3.5ĈL ρD2 π 0 .25C
αi = p
B(4πS)2 GMi
In case yi (x) is greater than 0.025D, αi should be evaluated as,
√
RH
2ĈL ρD3 0 |µi (x)|dx
αi =
ξi (4πS)2 GMi

(3.72)

(3.73)
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where,
s
C=

(H/D)2
1 + H/2LD

Z
0

H

x3α µ2i (x)
dx
H 1+3α

GMi is the generalized modal mass for the ith vibration mode, [kg]:
Z H
GMi =
m(x)µ2i (x)dx

(3.74)

(3.75)

0

ξi is the critical damping ratio for the ith mode and α is the wind velocity profile
exponent.
Vibrations produced due to vortex shedding may take place in slender structures
such as cables, towers, chimneys and bridge decks. The risk of vortex shedding is
enhanced if
• Slender structures are placed in a line and the separation distance between
them is less than approximately 10-15 times the width of the structures.
• Vortices shed by an adjacent solid structure may affect a nearby slender structure.
The vortex shedding response can be analyzed using the spectral model or the
resonance model. The vortex shedding response analysis of the piers and the bridge
deck is based on the vortex resonance model on which Eurocode 1 is based. The
vortex resonance model seeks to include the large aero-elastic effects that occur with
flexible structures.
The modal force Q(t) is analyzed as follows:
Z h
Q(t) =
F (z, t)ξ(z)dz

(3.76)

0

The cross-wind load acting per unit height due to vortex shedding is calculated
analytically as
F (z, t) = q(z)d(z)cF (z) sin (2πns t + γ(z)π)

(3.77)

Where: q(z) is the velocity pressure, d(z) is the width of the structure, cF (z)
is the non-dimensional shape factor, ns is the vortex shedding frequency, and γ
is a factor correlating the load and deflection direction. The maximum deflection
amplitude ymax is calculated as,
ymax =

π
Fe
2
(2πne ) me δs

(3.78)

Where, δs is the aerodynamic logarithmic decrement of damping, me is the mass
per unit length, and Fe is the equivalent load.
Rh
ξmax 0 q(z)d(z)cF (z)ξ(z)dz
Fe =
(3.79)
Rh
ξ 2 (z)dz
0
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When the vortex shedding load frequency ns is equal to the natural frequency
ne of the structure, the maximum deflection amplitude is given by
R h q(z) d(z)
c (z)ξ(z)dz 1 1
ymax
0 qref dref F
= ξmax
(3.80)
Rh
dref
Sc St2
4π ξ 2 (z)dz
0

Where: Sc is the Scruton number, St is the Strouhal number. Simplifying the
above equations, the following relation can be obtained,
1 1
ymax
= Kξ Kw clat
dref
Sc St2

(3.81)

Where: cl at is the standard deviation of the load and can be obtained from Table
E.2 of EC1. Kξ is the mode shape factor, and Kw is the effective correlation length
factor.
Rh
ξ(z)dz
Kξ = ξmax R0 h
(3.82)
4π 0 ξ 2 (z)dz)
RL
eξ(z)dz
Kw = R0 h
(3.83)
ξ(z)dz
0
The results obtained for the vortex shedding response for the piers and the bridge
deck based on the above analytical method are shown here.

3.3

Bridge aerodynamics and wind-induced vibrations

When a slender structure is subjected to wind flow, forces in three directions may
act on the structure, i.e. along the x, y and the z-axis. The three kinds of reactions
induced by wind on the bridge deck are shown in Figure 3.3. The wind load acting
on the structure is composed of the mean wind load and the fluctuating parts (u(t)
and w(t)) which vary with time. The force components are the lift force L, the drag
force D and the moment generated M. When a slender structure obstructs the path
of wind flow, wind circulates around the cross-section and this causes variation in
pressure in the wake region of the cross-section due to the turbulent nature of the
flow. Vortices may be created in the wake region which are carried forward in the
downstream direction and this shedding of vortices cause the structure to vibrate
with high amplitudes in a direction perpendicular to the flow of wind. These types
of vibrations are known as cross-wind vibrations.

When the structure is not rigidly fixed but has a particular stiffness in the direction of the wind force, the structure will be subjected to an oscillation of a particular
frequency which will be amplified if the vortex shedding frequency is close to the
natural frequency of the structure causing resonance. This phenomenon can be prevented by increasing the damping or by stiffening the structure.
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Another type of aerodynamic instability is called galloping. Galloping causes slender structures such as cables to vibrate in the cross-wind directions with sufficiently
high amplitudes which are larger than the cross-sectional dimension of the structure.
Galloping is a very common phenomenon in cables and is catalyzed by the formation
of ice around the cables. Galloping must be considered for the design of long-span
suspension bridges but it is not much of a concern when it is analyzed for simple
girder bridges.

Figure 3.3: Reactions induced by wind (Jain, Jones & Scanlan (1995))

The two phenomena mentioned above involve the separation of the wind flow
across the cross-section of the structure causing an excitation which is periodic in
nature. Another type of aerodynamic instability is known as flutter and this phenomenon does not involve the separation of flow. Flutter is generally predominant
in streamlined structures and it is a self-excited instability. Flutter can occur at
various wind velocities above the critical velocity and the wind forces provide energy to the structure resulting in harmonic oscillations. Flutter can be considered
as a case of negative aerodynamic damping for it occurs for a coupled motion in two
degrees of freedom. The instability due to flutter can be checked and suppressed by
increasing the damping and stiffness of the structure.
Figure 3.4 shows the classification of the various wind induced vibrations and subdivides them into limited-amplitude and divergent-amplitude vibrations. The instability phenomena causing limited-amplitude vibrations do not generally cause
structural failure. Instead they cause serviceable discomfort and structural fatigue.
On the other hand, the instabilities causing divergent-amplitude vibrations can cause
structural catastrophe and failure.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates the relation between the resonance amplitudes and the
wind velocities inducing these amplitudes for various instability phenomena. It is
quite evident from the figure that vortex shedding is generally caused at lower velocities of wind and the maximum amplitude is reached at a resonance value after
which the amplitude decreases with further increase in the wind velocity.
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Figure 3.4: Classification of the wind induced vibrations and Bridge aerodynamics (T. H.
Le, 2003)

The resonance amplitude for buffeting is lower than that induced by vortex shedding
and is caused at higher values of wind velocity. Flutter and galloping instabilities are
caused at even higher wind velocities and the resultant resonant amplitude produced
are very high compared to the other instabilities and increase with the increase in
the velocity.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates the possible interactions between the various phenomena
causing aerodynamic instabilities. The various methods to perform the analysis are
also mentioned in terms of physical and mathematical models. The most important
cases to be considered for the design of a bridge are buffeting random vibration,
flutter self-excited vibration and coupled flutter with buffeting response.
The detailed descriptions for the aerodynamic instabilities are mentioned further
in this chapter. A brief description of the different analytical procedure for each
phenomenon is also presented.
3.3.1

Flutter

The phenomenon of flutter is an aero-elastic effect on bridges and its occurrence
is predominantly due to the aero-dynamic force, inertia force and the elastic force.
Flutter is generally considered as an example of negative aerodynamic damping
and the deflections caused due to it increase to enormous levels until failure of the
structure occurs. This phenomenon is known as classical flutter and the other types
of flutter are stall flutter and panel flutter [28]. The main reason behind the failure
of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge is believed to be flutter.
Classical flutter is most common phenomena for bridges and it is treated for a
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Figure 3.5: Relationship between wind velocity and aerodynamic instabilities (T. H. Le,
2003)

Figure 3.6: Possible interactions between the various phenomena causing aerodynamic
instabilities and reduced velocity (T. H. Le, 2003)

Figure 3.7: Definition of the degrees of freedom for flutter analysist (G.Morgenthal, 2000)
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linear elastic system behavior as the structural oscillations are harmonic in nature
and the amplitude of the vibration is controlled at the onset of flutter. In the case
of classical flutter, energy is fed by wind into the system during the consecutive
cycles counteracting the damping of the bridge. With the increase in the speed of
incoming wind, the damping of the structure increases as well but starts decreasing
with further increase in wind speed. The velocity at which the damping of the
structure tends to approach zero is known as the critical flutter velocity and in
this case the amplitude of the structure is maintained constant. Any increase in the
velocity beyond the critical limit will initiate amplitude of higher oscillations. There
are two methods which are adopted to study the critical flutter velocity. They are
the free oscillation method and the forced oscillation method.
Free oscillation method

In this method [18,31], the structure under analysis is suspended elastically and
is given an initial displacement and allowed to oscillate freely. Thus, this method
studies the flutter stability of the structure during motion. The various coefficients
such as the drag lift and moment coefficients are measured and the translational
and rotational motions are governed by the following equations:
mḧ + ch ḣ + kh h = L

(3.84)

I α̈ + cα α̇ + kα α = M

(3.85)

Where, m Mass of the structure, is the Moment of inertia, h is the displacement
of the structure, α is the rotation of the structure , L and M are the Lift force
and Moment respectively and c and k are the Damping and Stiffness coefficients
respectively. The lift and the moment forces are computed from CFD analysis and
are incorporated in the above equations. From these equations, the displacements
and rotations at each instant of time are calculated and the results are plotted
against time. If the rotational angle due to flutter diminishes with the passage of
time then it can be concluded that the flutter velocity is not reached. On the other
hand, if the induced rotational angle keeps on increasing then it signifies that the
critical flutter velocity is reached and is thus calculated from the resulting plots.
Forced Oscillation Method

In this method [18], the structure is subjected to a torsional or a drag force so that
it vibrates with a prescribed frequency and amplitude. A lift force and moment is
generated due to the applied force and the corresponding aerodynamic derivatives
are calculated. These aerodynamic derivatives are used to compute the critical
flutter velocity. The bridge deck has two degrees of freedom, namely the vertical
and the torsional. The moment and the lift force generated can be calculated by
the following formulae [28]:
1
ḣ
B α̇
h
L = ρU 2 (2B)[KH1∗ + KH2∗
+ K 2 H3∗ α + K 2 H4∗ ]
2
U
U
B

(3.86)
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h
ḣ
B α̇
1
M = ρU 2 (2B 2 )[KA∗1 + KA∗2
+ K 2 A∗3 α + K 2 A∗4 ]
(3.87)
2
U
U
B
Where, K = Bω/U , is the reduced non-dimensional frequency, Hi∗ and A∗i (i =
1, 2, 3, 4) are the aerodynamic derivatives, U is the wind velocity and B is the width
of the bridge deck These aerodynamic coefficients are generally computed from the
results obtained by the wind tunnel experiments. The analytical methods for solving
the above equations to obtain the aerodynamic derivatives are quite tedious and
cumbersome as the air flow is separated along bluff bodies or due to the generation
of vortices. Hence this derivation is beyond the scope of this report. After the
computation of the aerodynamic derivatives, they are incorporated into the following
equations of motion for displacement and rotation
1
ḣ
B α̇
h
mḧ + ch ḣ + kh h = ρU 2 (2B)[KH1∗ + KH2∗
+ K 2 H3∗ α + K 2 H4∗ ]
2
U
U
B

(3.88)

ḣ
B α̇
h
1
+ K 2 A∗3 α + K 2 A∗4 ] (3.89)
I α̈ + cα α̇ + kα α = ρU 2 (2B 2 )[KA∗1 + KA∗2
2
U
U
B
Rewriting the above equations and substituting for angular frequency and damping ratio, the following equations are derived ωh2 = k/m and ζh = c/2mω. Solving
the above equations based on plotting the graphs for the roots of the real and imaginary parts against the non-dimensional wind velocity [18] will provide the critical
flutter velocity as the intersection point of the real and imaginary root curves.
U
)Xc ωc B
(3.90)
ωB
Where, Uc is the Critical flutter velocity and Xc is the Intersection point ordinate
For classical and stall flutter, the criteria for aerodynamic stability is that the critical
wind velocity is greater than 1.3 times the value of the reference velocity of the wind
at the bridge site. Otherwise, it can be checked that the resulting amplitudes caused
by flutter are within the allowable levels for the structure.
Uc = (

3.3.2

Buffeting

The aero-elastic phenomenon buffeting falls in the category of wind-induced vibrations caused due to wind turbulence that are created by the fluctuating and inconsistent forces. The velocity of the incoming wind is fluctuating in nature and hence
results in an inconsistent force on the structure. When the pressure variations in
the incoming wind force have a frequency similar to one of the natural frequencies
of the bridge, resonance will occur. The response of the bridge to buffeting will
mainly depend on the turbulence intensity, the natural frequencies and the shape of
the structure. Buffeting along with flutter can cause large aerodynamic instabilities
in long span bridges due to the large amplitude vibrations induced by them.
Buffeting in bridges may cause serviceability discomfort due to high and unpredicted displacements and also cause fatigue failure of structural members of the
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bridge. Buffeting in structures can be a serious threat because it can be caused at
variable levels of fluctuating velocities and thus had the potential to cause serious
damage to a structure. Buffeting can also take place in a coupled condition with
flutter at high velocity ranges. The buffeting response analysis can be evaluated by
the following two analytical approaches:
• Frequency-domain approach (Linear behavior) or
• Time-domain approach (Linear and non-linear behavior)

Figure 3.8: Buffeting response prediction classification (T. H. Le, 2003)

Frequency-domain approach

The frequency-domain analysis of buffeting response has been used during the recent times due to the fact that the time-domain analysis is time-consuming. In
the frequency-domain, a Fourier transform is applied from the time-domain to the
frequency-domain with spectral analysis and statistical computation. Also, nDOF
systems have been decomposed to single DOF using modal analysis technique. Geometrical and aerodynamic nonlinearity can be taken into account in the time-domain
analysis.
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Assumptions and uncertainties

In the time-domain approach, the wind forces are applied at discrete nodes of the
structure. Both quasi-steady sectional forces (aerodynamic admittance) and unsteady forces (indicial functions) can be used in the time-domain models. At higher
wind velocities causing coupled flutter and buffeting, the frequency-domain forces
can be transformed into the time-domain forms using rational function approximation with frequency response function (FRF). Newmark and Wilson direct integration methods can also be applied for time-domain analysis for wind-structure
interaction and corresponding responses.
Time-domain approach

Both the frequency-domain and the time-domain approaches are based on certain
assumptions for simplifications specified by Le Thai Hoa [19] as stated below:
1. Gaussian stationary processes assumptions: The fluctuating wind loads and
velocities are treated as Gaussian stationary random processes.
2. Quasi-steady assumption: The unsteady buffeting forces are modeled as quasisteady buffeting forces by approximations made in the relative velocity and
the unsteady force coefficients. The relative velocity is simplified by omitting
the unimportant components and force coefficients are linearly approximated
from the Taylor series expansion.
3. Strip assumption: Line-like structures are divided into span-wise strips and
the unsteady forces on a single strip are caused by the forces acting only on
that strip. At the same time, the forces acting on a single strip can be used to
represent the entire line-like structure.
4. Correlation functions and transfer functions: Certain correlation functions such
as aerodynamic admittance, coherence and joint acceptance, and transfer function such as mechanical admittance are added in transformation of statistical
computation and single DOF input-output relation.
5. Modal uncoupling assumption: Multi-modal response is validated from generalized response. This assumption can be validated by the fact that the modal
frequencies are diverse enough to create modal coupling and due to the complicated mechanism of the dynamic coupling of the modes.
Effects of buffeting on bridges

The buffeting phenomena can cause serious damages to bridges of which some are
listed as follows:
• Serviceability discomfort.
• Fatigue damage to structural components.
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• Structural failure when coupled with flutter at higher velocities resulting in
structural collapse.
For the analytical approach of buffeting, Davenport [5] proposed the quasi-static
method by introducing the aerodynamic admittance function for considering the
unsteady nature of the wind effects. The complex nature of various bridge crosssections was taken into account by Scanlan [22] and he suggested the aerodynamic
coefficients be derived by the wind tunnel tests which are used to compute the selfexcited force. Scanlan [23] has also provided a relation between the aerodynamic
admittance functions and the aerodynamic derivatives which forms the foundation
of the conventional analysis procedure for buffeting.
The frequency domain approach for buffeting analysis is limited to linear structures
without aerodynamic nonlinearities ignoring the aerodynamic coupling of modes.
This is a major limitation as this method cannot be performed under ultimate
strength conditions but only for serviceability checks. The buffeting force can be
expressed in the form of matrix as follows:

Where, CL , CD and CM are the coefficients for lift, drag and moment respectively, α is the angle of attack of wind, [Cb ] is the static coefficient matrix, and η is
the turbulent wind component vector.
3.3.3

Galloping

Galloping is an example of aerodynamic instability and results in cross-wind vibrations due to negative aerodynamic damping and takes place when the resultant wind
load is positioned or angled in the same direction as the motion-induced wind load.
Galloping is an instability phenomenon which takes place at much lower frequencies
than vortex shedding and is generally common in slender structures. The two basic
types of galloping phenomena are wake galloping and across wind galloping. The
force diagram for galloping depicting the respective force directions are shown in the
following figure 3.9 :
As depicted in the above figure, if the width of the structure is taken as d and
neglecting the turbulent wind components, the various force components can be
represented as:
FD = 1/2ρUr2 dCD
(3.91)
FL = 1/2ρUr2 dCL
In the above equation, Ur represents the relative wind velocity;

(3.92)
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Figure 3.9: Directions of forces in galloing and angle of attack

ζdef
)
U

(3.93)

Fy = 1/2ρU 2 dCy

(3.94)

tan α = (−
Simultaneously,

Cy = (CL + CD tan α)

1
cos α

(3.95)

Due to the approximation of small angles, a Taylor equation is assumed with
respect to α, representing the relation with the aerodynamic damping,
1
˙ ( dCL + CD )|α=0
Fy = − ρU ζdef
(3.96)
2
dα
The following equation shows the aerodynamic damping on the right hand side
and CL and CD are the lift coefficent and the drag coefficient respectively. The
den Hartog’s criteria is applied and the equation is simplified. If the den Hartog’s
criteria is specified then the damping coefficient swill be negative.
(

dCL
+ CD )|α=0 ≺ 0
dα

(3.97)

It should be noted that galloping is not much of a hindrance as flutter and
buffeting as most of the cross-sections do not verify the den Hartog’s criteria [20].
The cross-sectional types that are prone to galloping are square and D-shaped crosssections. The mass of the structure should also be taken into account while designing
as increasing the mass of the structure (especially steel members) will increase the
critical velocity.
Hence, galloping is defined as a self-induced vibration in a flexible structure in the
cross-wind vibration mode. Galloping takes place at a particular onset wind velocity
vCG and the amplitude of vibration increases with increasing velocity. EN 1991-1-4
specifies criteria based on which a structure is analyzed for galloping response. The
onset wind velocity for galloping is calculated as
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2Sc
n1,y b
(3.98)
aG
Where: Sc is the Scruton number, aG is the factor of galloping instability, n1,y is
the first fundamental frequency in the cross-wind direction, and b is the cross-wind
depth of the bridge deck.
vCG =

Chapter 4

Wind Load on Bridges based on
Eurocode1
In this chapter the way Eurocode1 treats the wind phenomena and the corresponding
bridge responses are discussed in details.

4.1

General

EN-1991-1-4 Eurocode, actions on structures-General Actions (EC1), provides guidance to determine the characteristic wind actions over entire structure, some parts
of the structure or a member of the structure. EC1 tends to provide a platform to
determine the wind action acting on any land based structures. This in practice
is very difficult as a matter of fact that for different structures, different wind load
information is required. For instance, to design bridges the wind load information
which is required varies horizontally whereas to design masts the wind load information which is required varies vertically up to the height of the mast. EC1 is used
as a guidance for almost all member states. Therefore, it is recommended to use national annex (NA) while following EC1. National annex provides specific data and
methods based on the geological, topographical and meteorological characteristics
of the state.
The current version of the code can only be used for the structures having span
length not more than 200 meters or height of 200 meters. The information regarding
arch bridges, cable supported bridges, cable state bridges, torsional vibration of the
structure, vibrations where more than the fundamental modes need to be considered
and response of bridge deck against the transverse wind turbulence are not provided
and the user is recommended to refer to the national annexes.
EC1 contains a number of informative appendices starting from annex A till
annex F. The term informative may represent the fact that an alternative method
could be used provided that they are in accordance with the principles of EC1.
Annex A provides guidance on different terrain categories, effect of orography, geographical conditions of the landscape and the influence of neighboring structures
that need to be considered while determining the mean wind velocity and the cor45
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responding peak wind pressure. Annex B and C suggests two different methods
to calculate the structural factor cscd of the entire structure when there is a need
for dynamic assessment. Annex D illustrates some figures and diagrams to obtain
directly the structural factor. Annex E gives some guidance on vortex shedding and
other aeroelastic effects. Annex F propose some methods to determine the dynamic
characteristics of the structure with linear behavior. NA can reject any of the above
annexes and suggest an alternative method to replace them but it is not permitted
to adopt part of the annex or cherry-pick individual clauses except when it is mentioned in the clause [3].

4.1.1

Distinction between principles and application rules

EC1 states that the rules in EN 1990, 2002 clause 1.4 apply in this case. Referring
to the given clause it is stated that the principles are the general statements that
shall not be replaced by any other statements i.e. there is no alternative for them
until it is mentioned in the clause. Principles are represented by capital letter (P)
following the paragraph number. On the other hand the application rules are the
recognized rules that alternative rules are permitted to be used instead, provided
that they comply with the principles and are at least equivalent with regards to
structural safety, durability and serviceability with what would be expected when
using the Eurocode. Therefore there is no alternative when a statement started by
the letter (P) or where the word shall is used in the statement indicating that there
is no alternative. Application rules are identified by a letter inside a bracket and also
the words ‘should’ or ‘may’ in the statements may indicate that the given rule could
be replaced by an alternative which complies with EC1 specifications. However, by
replacing any rule the user cannot claim that the substituted rule is in accordance
with the EC1 although the rule is in accordance with the principles given in the
EC1.
4.1.2

Definitions

Fundamental basic wind velocity is the basic start-point to estimate the design wind
velocity which varies based on the geographical variation of the site. It is defined
in EC1 as the 10 minute mean wind velocity with an annual risk of being exceeded
of 0.02, irrespective of wind direction, at a height of 10 m above flat open country
terrain and accounting for altitude effects (if required). This value is usually given
in the National annex but it is not the case with the Swedish annex as here the
value of the basic wind velocity is directly provide.
Basic wind velocity is the modification of the fundamental basic wind velocity including the seasonal and directional factors. In Swedish annex, this value is directly
provided for each zone and city which is given in table NA1 and illustrated on a
map as well. Notice that the seasonal factor, directional factor and the probability
factor which are needed to calculate the basic wind velocity according to the EC1
all are considered to be unity. Therefore the probability factor which accounts for
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the life span of the structure as well as percentage of annual risk of exceeding cannot
be modified.
Mean wind velocity is modified to include the effects of terrain roughness and orography. The given value is given directly by the Swedish annex in the table NA2a
for different heights and terrain categories for the basic wind velocities ranging from
21 to 26 m/s. The only disadvantage of this table is that the mean wind velocity
cannot be calculated for the basic wind velocities which are lesser than the given
basic wind velocities when calculating the effect of wind on the structure during the
construction.
Force coefficients give the overall effect of the wind on a structure, structural element or component as a whole. They may account for the integration of surface
pressure distribution. They are specified in wind axes, that is along-wind or drag
coefficient, cross-wind or lift coefficient and rotational or moment coefficient.
Background response factor is represented by the B and controls the size effect
factor, cs which allows for the lack of full correlation of fluctuations in the external
pressure over the surface of the structure.
Resonance response factor is represented by R and controls the dynamic response
factor cd which allows for dynamic response in the fundamental mode of the structure. This may represent the fundamental mode of the whole structure, but it would
be appropriate for major components of the structure that act independently of the
whole structure. For example a tall chimney stack on top of a building.

4.2

Design situation

EC1 recommends that the wind load for different design situation shall be determined for each design situations referring to EN 1990 clause 3.2. Therefore referring
to the given clause the design situations are as follows:
• Persistent situations
• Transient situations
• Accidental situations
• Seismic situations
The above design situations account for all the situations that can be predicted
or may occur during the construction phase or service life. The last situation may
not be considered in this report as the possibility of seismic force taking place in
Sweden is very small. Additionally, the simultaneous occurrence of seismic force and
the maximum wind velocity is very rare. But it is quite possible that accident may
take place when there is a storm wind. EC1 defines another extra situation which
is known as:
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• Fatigue
4.2.1

Persistent situations

Persistent situations refer to the condition of normal use. This may refer to the wind
actions with characteristic risk acting on structures i.e. high wind will occur only
within a few hours and the maximum wind load relevant to the static structures
will take place for about a second. The structure is required to withstand these
persistent loads without any failure or distress. This means that the structure
needs to remain intact. The most important parameter in this case specially for
building structure is the existing openings in the structure which need to be assumed
closed while designing. The effect of persistent wind load acting on structure can be
considered using partial coefficient gama . The effect of ice, snow and traffic must
be considered in combined with the wind load wherever relevant. In this report the
effect of traffic is only taken into account. This was due to the assumption of a
regular and immediate removal of snow in Sweden.
4.2.2

Transient situations

Transient situations refer to the condition when the structures are under construction, assembly or repair. The wind load acting on the structure at different phases
of construction need to be fully considered. The extra components such as frames,
walls and temporary structures may change the reference area over which the wind
may be applied. The seasonal and directional factors could be modified to minimize the conservatism in wind loads during the construction as the duration of the
construction work and the possibility of the occurrence of the peak wind velocity
during the work is low. Designers usually specify a limit for wind velocity beyond
which the construction will not take place. Transient wind load is considered using
a partial coefficient gama. In this report the effect of Transient loads are taken into
consideration.
4.2.3

Accidental situations

Accidental situations refer to the condition when an accident occurs. Although the
possibility of this condition is very low and even may not be happening during the
entire life of the structure EC1 recommends this possibility needs to be accounted
while designing the structure. Accidental load is referred to an impact load of very
short period which may cause to change the reference area over which the wind is
applied. The effect of this is accounted by a partial coefficient f = 1. This load may
even take place in combination with snow and storm.
4.2.4

Fatigue situations

The effect of fatigue needs to be assessed for the susceptible structures. The criteria
for such structures are not provided by EC1. Therefore the user is advised to refer
to the relevant structural Eurocodes.

Modeling of wind actions

4.3
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Modeling of wind actions

The term modeling in this chapter refers not to the physical or numerical modeling
of the structure which may be required for tunnel testing and the computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) but it refers to modeling of wind load which is complex in
nature by using a set of simplified methods. The wind load is a variable load in
both space and time. Therefore this makes the modeling of the wind phenomena
very complex. EC1 uses a set of simplified values and formula to represent the wind
actions on the surface of the structure. These simplified methods are based on determining the most severe characteristic wind loads i.e. extreme wind actions that can
act over the surface of the structure. This hence may lead to conservative results.
However EC1 allows for any measurement and testing to be carried out in order to
model the wind action. It is found that when the design is assisted by measurement
and testing, it results in lower design loads and more efficient structures.
In this chapter EC1 states the term characteristic values. These values have
a characteristic annual risk of being exceeded by 0.02 each year during its service
life. This indicates that the possibility of occurrence of extreme wind velocity may
be once in 50 years. Although EC1 introduces an expression for coefficient of probability which is a function of the return period and the total life span of the structure
but in the Swedish annex the value of basic wind load is directly provided. This
means that the expression provided by the EC1 may not be possible to use as this
coefficient is used to determine the basic wind velocity.
EN1 models the wind load by considering the structure’s size, shape and dynamic properties. It also models aeroelastic structures such as bridges whose motion
causes increase in effect of the wind load on the structure.

4.4

Wind Velocity and Wind Pressure

Wind load is dynamic in nature. EC1 uses peak factor model for calculation of
wind velocity. The concept is that the wind load that may represent the maximum
quasi-steady gust loading or the corresponding dynamic response of the structure
may be expressed by addition of a mean, steady part to a turbulent, unsteady part.
Therefore, the maximum velocity of the wind can be determined by the following
formula[3].
v(m) = vm (z) + g(t).σv (z) = vm (z).[1 + g(t).Iv (z)]
(4.1)
The term g(t) represents the proportionality of the turbulent part which for the
gust loads depends on the size of the gusts and for dynamic structures depends
on the characteristics of the structure. The term σv (z) is the standard deviation
of the turbulence or the root mean square of the turbulent and is calculated as
Iv (z) = σv (z)/vm (z) . Therefore the turbulence intensity of the wind is the ratio of
the wind turbulence by the mean wind velocity. Turbulence intensity is inversely
proportional to the mean wind velocity which indicates that by increasing the mean
wind velocity with height the turbulence will reduce. Based on the square relations
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of pressure and velocity the given wind pressure may be calculated by the following
formula:
F̂w = F̄w .[1 + g(t).Iv (z)]2 = F̄w .[1 + 2.g(t).Iv (z) + g 2 (t).Iv2 (z)]

(4.2)

where F̂w is the total wind pressure
F̂w ≈ F̄w .[1 + 2.g(t).Iv (z)]
4.4.1

(4.3)

Basic wind velocity

As it is mentioned in the section 1.1.2 the effect of wind direction and seasons and
the probability of the extreme wind being exceeded are considered by multiplying
their corresponding factors with the characteristic wind speed. For calculation of
relevant probability factor, the value of K = 0.2 and n = 0.5, which correspond to
Fisher-Tippett Type 1(FT1) distribution of dynamic pressure. The other FT1 is
to assume k = 0.1 and n = 1. The difference in the above two models is not very
significant for the common structures like building and bridges but for the structures
like nuclear installation is quite large [3].
4.4.2

Mean wind

After determining the basic wind velocity, the mean wind velocity is obtained by
considering the roughness factor and the orography factor. The value of orography factor is recommended to be equal to 1. In annex A of the EC1 a procedure
is suggested to calculate the value of the factor which depends on the slope of the
landscape around the structure where the structure is located and the relative length
of the cliffs and escarpments. The roughness factor accounts for the height above
the ground and the ground roughness of the terrain upwind of the structure in the
wind direction.
The expression 4.4 in EC1 defines the given factor which depends on the terrain factor, roughness length and height of the structure. EC1 divides the terrains
in five categories with their respective roughness length and the maximum and minimum heights. The effect of change in roughness length is considered when there is
a transition between two terrain categories in annex A of EC1. The expression 4.4
in EC1 is valid when the upstream distance with uniform terrain is long enough to
stabilize the profile sufficiently. The upstream distance is determined based on the
direction of the wind with ±15 degree variation on either side. The length up to
which the distance needs to be considered is left to the national annexes to decide.
4.4.3

Wind turbulence

The expression 4.7 in EC1 is used to determine the turbulence intensity which
depends on turbulence factor kI and orography factor c0 . However, setting the
recommended value kI = 1 and c0 = 14 then Iv (z) = 1/ ln(z/z0 ) , we get that
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cr (z).Iv (z) = kr , so that the turbulence intensity is predicted to be constant for all
heights.
4.4.4

Wind action

The mean wind velocity acting on bridges is determined generally by the expression
5.3 given in EC1. The expression can be used for both dynamic and static structures.
The values of cs .cd is equal to 1 for the static structures and for dynamic structures
should be calculated based on two procedure suggested by the EC1 in corresponding
annexes B and C [29].
Fw = cs .cd .cf .qp (ze ).Aref

(4.4)

Where Fw is the maximum load acting normal to the surface of structures, cs .cd is
the structural factor which is discussed in the next section, qp (ze ) is the peak wind
pressure and Aref is the reference area normal to the direction of the wind.

4.5

Structural factor (cs .cd )

In order to be able to use the Eurocode’s simplified method given in chapter 8 for
determining the wind forces acting on the bridge deck first a dynamic assessment of
the structure is needed. If the structure is found not behaving dynamically against
the wind load then the given methods could be used otherwise the structural factor
should be calculated. The structural factor accounts for the two following factors:
• Non-simultaneous occurrence of peak wind pressure over the surface of the
structure, generally called size effect.
• Vibration of the structure in its fundamental mode due to action of turbulence,
generally called dynamic factor.
The structural factor therefore is consisted of two individual factors. The shape
factor which is denoted by cs takes into account the effect of the shape and the
size of the structure as the non-simultaneous occurrence of the wind pressure over
the surface of the structure will minimize the maximum pressure averaged over the
surface. On the other side the dynamic factor which is denoted by cd accounts for the
vibration of the structure in its fundamental mode due to action of turbulence. The
fluctuation of the wind in the same frequency as that of the fundamental mode of
vibration of the structure will magnify the response of the structure to the fluctuating
load. Therefore the effect considered in the structural factor tends to encompass each
other [29,30].
In EC1 the structural factor is determined both individually and together. The
Swedish annex will not allow the designer to determine the cs .cd individually. However the model used in EC1 to represent the dynamic response component is valid
only for the response of building structures in the first cantilever mode and it is not
applicable to bridges or for many of the individual building structures which can be
regarded as being static [32,33].
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The procedure recommended by the EC1 is based on the dynamic response of the
structure in the along-wind direction as the root sum-square of a background and
resonance component. The background component accounts for the quasi-steady
(i.e. not amplified) response of the structure to the atmospheric turbulence and the
dynamic component represents the dynamic vibration of the structure in its natural
frequencies. This is usually called the Davenport method [4].

4.6

Wind actions on bridges

There exist a large number of limitations in order to use Eurocode1 for determining
the effect of wind acting on bridges which some are as follows:
• The bridge must be first assessed that it is responding statically against the
fluctuating wind load.
• If it is assessed that the bridge is acting dynamically against the fluctuating
wind load then the procedures given in the annex B and C may not be useful.
This is due to the fact that the structural factors which account for the dynamic behavior of the structure are obtained based on the dynamic response
component which is valid only for the response of building structures in the
first cantilever mode and it is not applicable to bridges or for many of the
individual of building structures which can even be regarded as being static.
• The methods recommended in chapter 8 of EC1 are valid only for the structures
with mode shapes of constant sign or simple linear mode shapes (cantilever
structures) and it is not appropriate to use for continuous bridges, guyed masts,
cable stayed bridges or arch bridges.
• The method is covering only the response of the structure in the along-wind
direction of the wind.
• The maximum height of the structure is 200 meter and the same is for the
length of main span.
• The cross section and the depth of the bridge deck should be uniform throughout the span of the bridge.
The EN-1991-1-4 recommends a simplified method to use when it is assessed
that the structure is not responding dynamically to the fluctuating wind load. The
general bridge configurations that the given method could be applied are given in
the figure (8.1) [10]. The analysis of wind loading is performed both on the deck
and the corresponding piers. While, combining these loads the forces need to be
considered acting simultaneously to capture the most unfavorable conditions. The
effect of the wind load is supposed to be in three directions. The x- axis is the
along wind direction, y-axis is parallel to the span in the plane of the deck and the
z-axis is perpendicular to the deck. The simultaneous occurrence of wind in x- and
y-direction is quite rare as they act usually orthogonal, normal to the span of the
deck. But the simultaneous occurrence of the wind in x- and z- axis is very common
[10,11].

Wind actions on bridges
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Force coefficients

The wind force in x-direction is usually named as drag force and the coefficient of
the force in x-direction is called as drag coefficient. The value of the drag coefficient
is cf x,0 = 1.3 or it can be determined from the figure 8.3 in EC1. The drag coefficient
given is applicable only for the structures without free end flow. This means that
the bridge track or road should be continuous over the abutments that are the case
for most of the bridges, except during the construction stage.
The value of force coefficient is reduced by 0.5 % per degree of this inclination
for the bridge deck which has vertical inclinations on the wind ward side, which
is limited to 30% reductions. The inclined flow takes place when the deck is not
horizontal or when the terrain below the structure has slope, in this case the EC1
recommends performing especial studies such as tunnel test for the inclined deck
higher than 10 degree. When the bridge deck is transversally inclined or when it
is not horizontal to the direction of the wind i.e. when the total resolved height of
the deck is greater than the actual depth of the deck then an increase of 0.3% per
degree of inclination needs to be considered for the drag coefficient, which is limited
to a maximum of 25%.
The reference area Aref is the total solid area of the structural parts that are
projected windward. For bridges with solid barriers the whole area of the solid barriers is taken into account where in the case of open parapets, railing and safety
barriers an area of 0.3m2 per meter run is considered. The combination effect of the
above is given in the table 8.1 in EC1. The reference area is increased by 2m2 per
meter run when the influence of the traffic is included. This may be causing a very
conservative result as it considers the whole length of the bridge to be covered by
traffic. For bridges with multiple main girders the reference area is determined in
a way so that the influence of the girders is taken into account by considering both
the girders before the placement of the deck to have exposure to the wind load. In
the case of bridges with multiple girders all girders are assumed to have exposure to
the wind load since before the placement of the deck the wind can penetrate inside
the girders. The reference height of the bridge ze is the distance from the center of
the deck structure to the lowest point of the ground under the bridge.

4.6.2

Force in x-direction- simplified method

As it is already mentioned this method can be used when the structure is assessed
responds statically to the fluctuating wind load.
1
Fw = .ρ.C.vb2 .Aref
2

(4.5)

Where, vb is the basic wind speed, C is the wind load factor, Aref is the reference
area and ρ is the density of air.
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Wind forces on bridge decks in z-direction

The wind force acting in the z-direction is usually called lift force and its corresponding coefficient is called lift coefficient. This force acts upward or downward
normal to the bridge deck. The EC1 recommends the same formula (8.2) in the
x-direction to be applied but recommends using the value of the lift coefficient as
cf,z = ±0.9 otherwise the diagram 8.6 in EC1 may be used. Ar ef is the plan area of
the deck and no end-effect factor is appropriate. The force is assumed to act with
an eccentricity of e = b/4 from the center of the deck unless it is mentioned in the
NA [10,11].
4.6.4

Wind forces on bridge decks in y-direction

Eurocode1 suggests to approximate the value of the wind load in y-direction by
taking 25 % of the force in x-direction for plated bridges (bridges with solid plate
girders or box-girders) and 50 % for the truss bridges. Effect of this wind force is not
very significant due to the low magnitude of the wind load and the high resistance
of the bridge deck in this direction.
4.6.5

Wind effects on piers

The designer is required to determine the most unfavorable direction of the wind
load on the structure for each load effect under consideration and make separate
calculations for all transient design situations during the construction. There is no
provision recommended by EC1 to calculate the wind load acting on the piers of a
bridge but the designer is directed to the general provisions of clauses 7.6, 7.8 or
7.9.2 for structural sections and cylinders.

4.7

Annexes

There are five annexes which are used as informative appendices in EC1. Informative
terms may refer to the fact that the suggested methods given in the annexes can
be replaced by the methods recommended by the national annexes. The annex
A recommends a method to determine the terrain factor. Annex B,C and D are
simplified methods to determine the structural factor cs .cd of the structure. In
Annex E, a simplified overview of a highly complex set of dynamic instabilities that
may affect certain structures is given. In this annex some criteria are suggested that
need to be fulfilled in order to assure that the structure is aerodynamically stable.
Annex F provides some methods to determine the dynamic characteristics of the
structure. The Swedish Annex suggests that the following annexes should not be
used; A.4, A.5, B.1, B.2, B.4, the entire annex B, C, D and E.1.

Chapter 5

Finite Element Modelling
5.1

LUSAS FEM

In this chapter a detailed discription of the LUSAS modeling of the bridge is presented. The goemetric properties of the bridge and the element type and mesh sizes
which are used for the different elements of the structure are described and reasons
for selection of such element types and sizes are also presented. A comparison is
then made between different boundary conditions or different support conditions.
5.1.1

Geometry

Figure 5.1: Full bridge model

The bridge that is under consideration is a simple girder bridge consisting of
three spans to be built over a channel at Bergeforsen, Sweden. The total length
of the bridge is 166 meters with a mid-span of is 66 meters and two side spans of
50 meter each. The entire length of the bridge is sub-divided by the cross channel
bracings into 23 parts at specified distances which are unequal in length at specified
distances as mentioned in the drawings.
At the supports, the main I-girders are connected by cross I-beams. The deck
of the bridge is composite in nature and consists of two main I-girders connected
55
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Figure 5.2: Plan view of bridge showing the 23 sub-divisionsl
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by plates and channel sections at intervals. The girders are modeled as two longitudinal I-sections having a flange thickness of 40 mm and 48 mm at the top and
bottom respectively. The web thickness is 21 mm. The actual bridge girder has
varying geometrical properties at the supports and at the middle of each span. For
simplicity, we have assumed the mean value of the thicknesses of each section. The
main girder is stiffened by four stiffening plates placed at the abutments and at
intermediate piers. A pathway is made inside the girder section to provide passage
for maintenance work which is not included in the finite element modeling due to
simplification. The upper deck of the bridge is made up of concrete floor. The
cross-sections of the deck at different locations are shown below.

Figure 5.3: Deck cross-section at abatments

Figure 5.4: Deck cross-section at sub-divided locations showing the cross channel sections

The total width of the concrete deck is approximately 12 meters and has been
assumed to have a uniform cross-sectional thickness of 0.4 meters for simplification
as the thickness of the concrete deck varies throughout the width in the actual crosssection. The c/c distance of the main I-girders is 6 meters as shown in the Figure
5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Deck cross-section at the piers

Figure 5.6: Longitudinal I-girders

The piers and the foundations are described in the figures below. The two intermediate piers are attached to the deck at the top and to the foundation at the
bottom.
The height of the piers are approximately taken as 25 meters each as per the
drawings. The cross-section of the piers are in the shape of a dumbbell and the
width increases from 5.2 meters to 7.6 meters at a height of 19.475 meters from the
upper surface of the foundation as shown in the following diagrams.
The thickness of each pier is 0.6 meters at the stem of the dumbbell cross-section
and 1.6 meters at the ends. The c/c distances and other cross-sectional dimensions
are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9.

The piers are attached to the rectangular foundations at the base. The length,
breadth and thickness of the foundations are 11 meters, 6.3 meters and 1.5 meters
respectively. The foundations are placed directly on the soil and the cross-sectional
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Figure 5.7: Elevation of the pier at support 3

Figure 5.8: Plan view of the piers with varying cross-section
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dimensions are mentioned in the following figures.

Figure 5.9: Plan view of the piers with varying cross-section

The abutments at supports 1 and 4 are assumed to be simply supported in the
finite element modeling and have been designed with hinge and roller supports. The
actual cross-sectional details of the abutments as per the drawings are shown in the
following figure.

Figure 5.10: Side and front view of abutment at support 1

5.1.2

Cross-sections

The cross-sections of the main steel members that compose the deck are shown as
per the drawings as follows (note: the drawings are not to scale):
The deck of the bridge is orthopedic in nature which signifies that the deck has
different properties in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The deck transfers
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Figure 5.11: Steel cross sections

the load to the piers via the cross bracings and the main I-girders and the piers
transfer the load to the underneath soil via the foundation.
5.1.3

Foundations

The bridge is designed as a simply supported at the end supports and as spring
supports at the intermediate piers. The following diagrams illustrate the support
conditions applied to the bridge.

Figure 5.12: Simply supported at the abutments (diagram not to scale)

5.1.4

Materials

The quality of steel used for the top and bottom flanges of the I-girder is S460
and for the rest of the steel components S355N and S355J2 strength steel has been
used. The modulus of elasticity of the steel has been adopted as 210 GPa with
a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The density of steel is taken as 7800 kg/m3 . The other
detailed mechanical properties of the steel qualities are shown in the table below.
The grade of concrete used for the bridge components is C30/37. The modulus
of elasticity for concrete is adopted as 30 GPa with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2. The
density of concrete is taken as 2400 kg/m3 .
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Figure 5.13: Simply supported and spring stiffness at abutment and intermediate pier

Table 5.1: Characteristic strength of steel

LUSAS FEM
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Element interactions

The interaction that is considered for the bridge is that between the concrete deck
and the I-girders. The connection between the deck and the I-girders is assumed to
be rigid and is modeled as Constraint Equations or Joint Elements in LUSAS. The
deck is modeled as a Master and the corresponding I-girders are modeled as Slaves.
With the help of Tied Mesh, lines and areas can be rigidly linked together.

Figure 5.14: Deck and girder joint element constrain

5.1.6

Finite element modeling in LUSAS

The bridge is modeled and analyzed in LUSAS modeler which is based on the Finite
Element Method of analysis. Finite Element Modeling and Analysis is based on the
discretization technique and is a very dominant tool for analyzing complex structural
mechanics problems. The basic idea behind FEM analysis is the discretization of
the complex model into simple non-overlapping elements having finite degrees of
freedom. The elements are interconnected with each other appropriately and the
response of the model is obtained by the superimposition of the individual responses
obtained from the discrete elements.
A finite element analysis generally requires a thorough understanding of the
geometry of the structure, the nodal connecting elements, the mass properties of
the structure, boundary conditions and restraints to be applied and the various
loads that are to act on the structure.
Beam elements

The beam elements that are used in the LUSAS model are of the type BMS3.
The cross bracings are modeled as 3D thick beams BMS3. The properties of the
BMS3 beam type are that the shear properties are included for this type of beam
and the geometric properties are included throughout the length of the beam. The
material properties for this type of beam elements are linear and isotropic. Nonlinear geometric effects cannot be modeled with this type of beam elements.
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Figure 5.15: Bridge modeled in LUSAS based on FEM

Figure 5.16: Cross bracings modeled as 3D thick beam element BMS3
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Shell elements

The surfaces are designed as 3D thin shell elements QSI4. These elements take into
account both membrane and flexural deformations and the transverse shear deformations are not included. The directional material properties are defined in the
local axes of the elements. The elements are assigned as isotropic in nature and the
mass is modeled as lumped mass. The membrane stresses vary in a linear manner
in QSI4 elements and all the loads applied on the membranes are lumped at the
nodes. These elements cannot be used for non-linear behavior of materials. The
deck surface, the I-girders and the stiffeners are modeled as QSI4 shell elements.
The thicknesses are assigned as per the drawings. The piers are also modeled as
thin shell elements and then the thickness is assigned. The following figure provides
a description of the thin shell elements in the bridge model.

Figure 5.17: Shell elements represented by the surfaces marked in ‘green’

Mesh

A regular mesh of element size 0.5 has been used for both lines and surfaces. The
cross bracings are modeled as line elements and the remaining structural members
are modeled as surface elements. The mesh size of 0.5 was chosen as it provided the
appropriate density of the mesh which generated practically accurate results and
also the computer processing time was within limits.
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Figure 5.18: Mesh of bridge components
Loading

The bridge model was assigned its self-weight by the option of ‘Body Force’ in
LUSAS. The acceleration due to gravity value was assigned as 9.81 m/s2 .

Figure 5.19: Self-weight acting on the deck surface

5.1.7

Analysis of different boundary conditions

During the modeling of a structure for performing a finite element analysis, the
boundary conditions have quite a significant impact on the results obtained. Suitable assumptions regarding the support conditions and boundary restrains are necessary for the accurate analysis and estimation of results for a structure in a given
load case scenario.

For the problem under consideration in this report, various possible outcomes and
discrepancies have been observed by editing the boundary conditions. The possible
cases that were modeled and analyzed in this report are mentioned as follows:
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• Modeling the foundation of the bridge piers with spring stiffness values taking
the soil-structure interaction into account and the abutments as being simply
supported with hinge and roller supports as shown in the figure 5.20.
• Modeling the bridge with piers and the foundation slabs and assigning a spring
stiffness values to the foundation slabs so that they behave as flexible structures. The abutments are modeled as simply supported as the previous case
shown in the figure 5.21.

Figure 5.20: Bridge modeled with spring supports without considering the footing

Figure 5.21: Bridge modeled with spring supports with considering the footing

• Modeling the bridge without the piers and the foundation slabs and assuming
the bridge to be simply supported at the abutments and at the intermediate supports. One of the abutments is assigned as a hinge support and the
remaining three supports are assigned as roller supports shown in the figure
5.22:
The case consisting of the spring stiffness boundary condition at the pier supports
is further subdivided into two cases. The first case considers the spring stiffness
values for the soil-structure interaction computed and provided by Ramböll AB.
The spring stiffness values provided for the supports 2 and 3 are shown in the
table 5.2 : In the second case, we have computed the spring stiffness values for a
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Figure 5.22: Bridge modeled without considering piers
Table 5.2: Spring stiffness for supports 2 and 3, case1 (Ramböll value) and case 2 (Gazetas,
1991)
Case 1
Case 2
Support 2 Support 3 Support 2 Support 3
Unit
1 Length of the footing
11
11
11
11
m
2 Breadth of the footing
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
m
3 E-value of soil
79
105
79
105
MPa
4 Rotational stiffness kφ,x 6.898.106
9.168.106
15.62.106
20.76.106 kN m/rad
5 Rotational stiffness kφ,x 12.04.106
16.01.106
35.15.106
46.71.106 kN m/rad

rectangular footing based on Literature (Gazetas, 1991) and the values are in table
5.2:
The results obtained by the analysis are presented in details in the next chapter. For case 1, the fundamental frequencies were observed to be the lowest when
the spring stiffness values provided by Ramböll were used. The first fundamental
frequency was observed to be 0.724 Hz and it had a transversal fundamental mode
shape. The second mode of vibration was vertical in shape. When the spring stiffness values from Gazetas, 1991 were used, the fundamental frequency increased as
expected from 0.724 Hz to 0.92 Hz due to higher spring stiffness values. The mode
shapes were observed to be identical as the boundary conditions were not altered.
For case 2, when the foundation slabs of the bridge under the piers were considered to behave in a flexible manner and are assigned with the spring stiffness values,
the frequencies observed were higher than the previous observed cases. This observation was obvious from the fact that the addition of the foundation slabs to the
structure will increase the total mass of the structure resulting in an increase of the
stiffness of the bridge. In this case the spring stiffness values that were provided by
Ramböll were used for the analysis and the first fundamental frequency of the bridge
was observed to be 0.961 Hz. The fundamental mode shapes did not show any variation with the first case and the first fundamental mode shape was transversal and
the second mode was vertical in shape.
For case 3, the bridge deck was modeled as a simply supported beam on one hinge
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and three roller supports. The model was analyzed for frequencies and mode shapes
and the first fundamental frequency was observed to be 1.578 Hz. The first fundamental mode shape was vertical in nature and the second fundamental mode shape
was transversal in nature. The results for the frequencies and mode shapes obtained
were found to be exactly similar to the case if the bridge was modeled with a foundation slab and a fixed boundary condition was assigned to the foundation.
After a complete understanding of the behavior of the bridge under varying boundary conditions and restrains, we decided to proceed with our calculations based on
the most critical case. From the results it is quite evident that the most critical case
is the first case with the spring stiffness values provided by Ramböll. This case had
the lowest fundamental frequency of all the cases and had a transversal first mode
shape of vibration. When a structure has a lower fundamental frequency then it is
more prone to dynamic behavior being imposed by wind action. Lower frequency
indicates a lower stiffness and signifies that the structure can be easily excited to
vibrate in its first mode by a low frequency harmonic load. This means that a lower
wind velocity can induce large amplitude of vibrations on the structure if the frequency of the induced load is in the range of one of the natural frequencies of the
structure resulting in resonance.
The participation factors and the sum mass participation factors were also generated from LUSAS for all the above discussed cases. A detailed report of the results
including the mode shapes, Eigen values and Eigen frequencies, sum mass participation and the participation factors have been presented and discussed in Chapter 6.
The sum mass participation factor provides a platform to identify the most significant modes that need to be analyzed and it generally provides a cut-off boundary
of 90
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MATLAB FEM

The bridge is also modeled as a 2-dimensional finite element structure and analyzed
in MatLab to generate the fundamental frequencies and mode shapes. The bridge
elements are designed as Beam Element (Euler-Bernoulli Beam) where the shear
deformations are not taken into account. The elemental stiffness matrix of the
Euler-Bernoulli beam along with the transformation matrix is shown as follows:

A general representation of the degrees of freedom of an Euler-Bernoulli beam is
the following figure:

Figure 5.23: Degrees of freedom in 2D beam element

In MatLab, the degrees of freedom of the structure have been specified at each
node. The bridge deck is sub-divided into 23 members by various nodes and the
piers are sub-divided into three members each.

Figure 5.24: Degrees of freedom of the structural elements

Each node has three degrees of freedom, namely, translation along the x-direction,
translation along the y-direction and rotation along the axis perpendicular to the
plane of the paper. Hence, it is clearly visible from the diagram that the degrees of
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freedom of the bridge are numbered from 1 to 90 for all the 30 nodes i.e. 3 degrees
of freedom for each node.
The boundary conditions that are assigned to the model are similar to those
assigned in LUSAS for case 3. The left abutment (node 1) has been modeled as a
hinge support with the translations (DOFs 1 and 2) in the x and y-directions as
constrained and the rotation (DOF 3) about the perpendicular axis as free. The
right abutment (node 24) has been modeled as a roller support with the translation
in the y-direction (DOF 71) as constrained and the translation in the x-direction
(DOF 70) and the rotation about the perpendicular axis as free (DOF 72). The
bases of the piers (node 27 and node 30) are assigned as fixed supports with both
the translations (DOFs 79, 80, 88 and 89) and the rotations (DOFs 81 and 90) to
be fixed and restrained.
The MatLab program generates the fundamental frequencies and the first three
modes shapes of the 2-dimensional structure. The detailed description of the MatLab
program has been shown in Appendix B. The fundamental frequency value of the
2-D bridge obtained from MatLab was found to be 1.476 Hz and the first three
fundamental mode shapes are illustrated as follows:

Figure 5.25: Mode shapes obtained from MATLAB

The fundamental frequency value of 1.476 Hz is quite similar to that obtained
from LUSAS modeling the bridge as a simply supported bridge or with fixed foundation slabs. This shows that the modeling of the bridge in LUSAS is justified and
accurate and hence can be used for further extraction of results.

Chapter 6

Analysis and Results
In this chapter the total wind load acting over the bridge components is calculated
as it causes a wind-induced vibration over the bridge structure. The bridge has a
length of 166m and three spans which is supported by two intermediate piers with
equal distance of 50m away from abatements. The piers have a height of 23m from
the footing levels. The dimension of the bridge is described in details in chapter
5. The wind load and the corresponding bridge response is calculated by assuming
the deck as a continuous beam of three spans. The procedure is based on the
consideration that the deck is a line like structure. This is due to the fact that
the vertical dimension of the deck is not in the same order of magnitude with the
characteristic eddy sizes or the wave length taken at the natural frequency, (U/n).
Also, the lack of correlation along the deck height does not significantly contribute
to the response calculations. If, it is found that the width of the structure is equal
or larger than the wave length taken at the natural frequency then the deck has to
be analyzed based on the ‘plate-line’ structures.

6.1
6.1.1

Natural frequencies and Mode shapes
Results from LUSAS

The natural frequencies of the bridge are obtained using finite element model,
LUSAS and the results are then verified by MATLAB. The results which are obtained by MATLAB are very close to the values extracted from LUSAS. The bridge
is modeled by assuming two different boundary conditions; the fixed boundary condition and the spring boundary conditions. The values corresponding to the stiffness
of the spring are supplied by Ramböll (case 1) and used in analysis. However, the
springs stiffness may also be determined based on the modulus of the soil beneath
the footings for a rectangular footing based on Literature (Gazetas, 1991) (i.e. case
2). The results are presented in table 5.2.
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Spring boundary condition

The first case is analyzed by modeling the bridge piers with spring support conditions. This case is further subdivided into two corresponding cases; case 1 for
the spring stiffness values provided by Ramböll and case 2 for the spring stiffness
values obtained from literature (Gazetas, 1991). The values of the spring stiffness
are provided in Table 5.2 for the respective intermediate piers.
The spring stiffness values obtained from literature (Gazetas, 1991) are higher than
those provided by Ramböll. Hence, the eigen frequencies obtained for case 1 are
lower than eigen frequencies obtained for case 2. Both the cases generate fundamental mode shapes which are identical in nature. As case 1 gives lower fundamental
frequencies, it is considered to be the more critical case of the two and further analysis is performed for case 1.
The fundamental frequency for case 1 is obtained as 0.724 Hz and the corresponding mode shape is transversal in nature (Figure 6.1). The first fundamental mode
is in the along-wind direction and the second mode of vibration is in the cross-wind
direction having a frequency of 1.484 Hz. The mass participation along the y-axis
is 75.82% for the first mode which signifies a considerable mass contribution of the
total mass (Figure 6.4). The mass participations along the x and z-directions are
considerably negligible for the first mode (Figure 6.3 and 6.5).
Fixed boundary condition

In this model, the bridge piers were assigned fixed boundary conditions and the
translations and rotations about the x, y and z-directions were restricted. The
abutments were assigned similar boundary conditions as the previous case as hinge
and roller supports. The fundamental frequencies and mode shapes were extracted
from LUSAS and were compared and analyzed.
The first fundamental frequency for this case was obtained as 1.491 Hz and the
mode shape was a sinusoidal vertical deflection mode in nature (Figure 6.6). This
mode resembled the second mode shape of the previous case with spring supports.
The fundamental frequency was observed to be higher than the previous case as the
fixed boundary conditions imparted a rigid nature to the bridge. The mass participation along the x-direction was 1.54% which was higher than those along the y
and z-directions (Figure 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10). The third mode of vibration showed a
significant mass participation of 66.38% along the y-direction as well (Figure 6.9).
The sum mass participation for the first 50 modes was extracted and it was observed
to reach 87% in the x-direction which can be approximated to 90%.
Piers

The piers were also analyzed and the eigen frequencies and mode shapes were extracted from LUSAS. The piers were modeled independently with spring stiffness
values assigned to the base of the piers. The spring stiffness values used for this
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Mode 1

Mode 2

F2 = 1.4848 Hz

F1 = 0.7235 Hz
Mode 3

Mode 4

F3 = 1.7869 Hz
Mode 5

F4 = 2.2121 Hz
Mode 6

F5 = 2.2765 Hz
Mode 7

F6 = 2.6301 Hz
Mode 8

F7 = 2.6332 Hz
Mode 9

F8 = 3.1753 Hz
Mode 10

Fixed boundary condition
The mode shapes and mass participation is shown below.

F9 = 4.1435 Hz

F10 = 4.9304 Hz

Figure 6.1: Mode shapes and fundamental frequencies for the bridge with spring supports

Natural frequencies and Mode shapes

Figure 6.2: Modes and frequencies for spring support case

Figure 6.3: Percentage mass participation in x-direction for spring support case
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Figure 6.4: Percentage mass participation in y-direction for spring support case

Figure 6.5: Percentage mass participation in z-direction for spring support case

Natural frequencies and Mode shapes

Mode 1

77

Mode 2

F1 = 1,491 Hz
Mode 3

F2 = 1,8026 Hz
Mode 4

F4 = 2,242 Hz

F3 = 2,064 Hz
Mode 5

Mode 6

F5 = 2,617 Hz
Mode 7

F6 = 2,647 Hz
Mode 8

F8 = 3,484 Hz

F7 = 3,033 Hz
Mode 9

Mode 10

Mass participation ans natural frequencies:

F9 = 4,396 Hz

F10 = 4,952 Hz

Figure 6.6: Mode shapes and fundamental frequencies for the bridge with fixed supports
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Figure 6.7: Modes and frequencies for fixed support case

Figure 6.8: Percentage mass participation in x-direction for fixed support case

Natural frequencies and Mode shapes

Figure 6.9: Percentage mass participation in y-direction for fixed support case

Figure 6.10: Percentage mass participation in z-direction for fixed support case
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case were those provided by Ramböll. The first fundamental frequency of the pier
was observed to be 1.363 HZ and it had a mode of vibration along the y-direction
(Figure 6.11). The second modal frequency was observed to be 3.399 Hz and the
mode of vibration was along the x-direction. The first three modal frequencies and
mode shapes for the two corresponding directions x and y were extracted to analyze
the pier for different directions of wind actions. Mode 1 showed a significant mass
participation of 66.92% along the y-direction which is obvious from the first mode
of vibration (Figure 6.13). The second mode of vibration shows significant mass
participation of 63.97% along the x-direction which is justified by the second mode
of vibration (Figure 6.15).
The first two modes of vibration are analyzed further in this chapter for wind actions
along the y and x-directions respectively.
Table 6.1: Frequencies, percentage mass participation and percentage sum mass participation for deformation along y-axis
Frequency (Hz) (%) Mass Participation (%) Sum Mass Participation
Mode 1
1.362
66.92
66.92
Mode 4
9.287
18.25
85.17
Mode 8
27.137
5.52
90.69

Table 6.2: Frequencies, percentage mass participation and percentage sum mass participation for deformation along x-axis
Frequency (Hz) (%) Mass Participation (%) Sum Mass Participation
Mode 2
3.399
63.97
63.97
Mode 7
20.495
19.04
83.01
Mode 12
52.458
7.01
90.02

6.1.2

Results from Matlab

A 2-dimensional model similar to the actual bridge was analyzed in MATLAB and
the fundamental frequencies and mode shapes were extracted. The modes of vibrations are along the vertical direction (Figure 6.16). The fundamental frequency was
1.467 Hz and the first ten fundamental frequencies were extracted (Table 6.3).
The results obtained from MATLAB comply with those which are obtained from
LUSAS for the fixed boundary condition case (Table 6.3). This shows that the
modeling in LUSAS is justified and hence will provide satisfactory results for modal
frequencies and mode shapes.

6.2

Power spectral density function

There are four different Power Spectral Density Functions which can be found in
literature for analyzing the wind action on structures (Chapter 2.4.3 Figure 2.4).

Power spectral density function

Mode 1

81

Mode 2

F1 = 1,363 Hz
Mode 5

Mode 3

F2= 3,399 Hz
Mode 6

F5 = 17,950 Hz
Mode 9

F3= 6,679 Hz
Mode 7

F6= 19,996 Hz
Mode 10

F9=33,339 Hz

Mode 4

F7= 20,495 Hz
Mode 11

F10=35,737 Hz

F4= 9,287 Hz
Mode 8

F8= 27,137 Hz
Mode 12

F11= 46,955 Hz

Figure 6.11: Mode shapes and frequencies of piers

F12= 52,458 Hz
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Figure 6.12: Modes and frequencies of piers for deformations along y-axis

Figure 6.13: Percentage mas participation of piers for deformations along y-axis

Power spectral density function

Figure 6.14: Modes and frequencies of piers for deformations along x-axis

Figure 6.15: Percentage mas participation of piers for deformations along x-axis
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Table 6.3: Comparison between the frequencies obtained from MATLAB with the frequencies along z-axis in LUSAS
MATLAB
LUSAS
Mode Frequency(Hz) Mode Frequency (Hz)
1
1.467
1
1.491
2
1.742
4
2.242
3
1.867
6
2.647
4
3.611
9
4.397
5
4.685
11
5.077
6
5.683
14
6.939
7
5.905
15
7.232
8
7.973
16
7.429
9
9.100
18
7.912
10
11.060
21
9.118

Among these, the two most commonly used PSDF are von Kármán spectral density
and Kaimal spectral density which is shown in the figure 2.5. Eurocode 1 is based
on the Kaimal spectral density function (Equation 2.26) and Swedish Annex SSEN-1-4-2005 is based on the von Karman spectral density function (Equation 2.27).
Hence, in this report we have analyzed the wind response based on the von Kármán
spectral density function.
Eurocode 1 suggests the value of integral length scale Lxu to be 180 m and the
Swedish annex suggests a value of Lxu to be 150 m. In this report, we have analyzed
the spectral response based on an integral length scale of 150 m (Figure 2.5). From
the mentioned figure, it is clear that for a non-dimensional frequency fL of 0.04, the
von Kármán spectral density gives a higher response value than the Kaimal spectral
density and for a non-dimensional frequency fL of 0.6, the Kaimal spectral density
gives a higher response value than the von Kármán spectral density.

6.2.1

Deck

In the analysis of the bridge deck against wind action, the two cases for spring
support condition and fixed support condition are analyzed independently. For the
case with spring support, the first two modes generate a non-dimensional frequency
value which seems to be within the range of spectral density function (Figure 6.17).
These two cases are first analyzed separately and then together and the gust factors
for both the cases are calculated which is shown further in the chapter. For the case
with fixed boundary conditions, the only the first fundamental mode of vibration is
analyzed as this generates a non-dimensional frequency fL which is in range of the
spectral density function. This value of fL is similar to that generated by the second
modal vibration of the previous case (Figure 6.17). The non-dimensional frequency
fL for the corresponding vibration modes is calculated according to Equation 2.25.

Power spectral density function

Figure 6.16: Mode shapes obtained from MATLAB

Figure 6.17: Power spectral density function of the deck(von Karman)
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Piers

For the case of piers, the analysis is performed for two different wind directions,
namely x and y-direction. The modes and frequencies along these directions are
extracted and the corresponding non-dimensional frequencies are calculated. It is
found out that only the first fundamental mode of vibration (f1 = 1.362Hz) provides
a non-dimensional frequency fL which falls within the range of the spectral density
function (Figure 6.18). This mode of vibration is along the y-direction and the gust
factor and other dynamic analysis parameters are calculated further in this chapter.

Figure 6.18: Power spectral density function of the pier (von Karman)

6.3
6.3.1

Response-influence function
Deck

In order to calculate the dynamic response of the structure the influence response
function of the structure is required. The response may be in the form of bending
moment, deflection or stress. For this case i.e. continuous beam with three spans,
the normalized bending moment influence line diagram for the central mid-span is
shown in figure 6.19. The bending moment influence function is normalized with
respect to the maximum bending moment value at the central mid-span i.e IR,ref .
The IR,ref is the maximum response which here is equal to 11.55.
6.3.2

Piers

The response influence functions (IR ) of the piers are assumed to have a constant
sign. The corresponding response influence functions for such structures are shown

Wind Load Analysis
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Figure 6.19: Bending moment influence function for the three continuous span beam

in Table 3.1. The entire procedure to calculate IR is given in the section 3.1.2.

6.4

Wind Load Analysis

The structure has a main span of the 66m which is higher than the 50m. Therefore
a dynamic assessment of the bridge is needed based on the Swedish annex. Additionally the two first natural freguencies are falling within the range of the power
spectral density functions. In this section, first the corresponding gust factor is
obtained and then the maximum wind load acting over the structure is determined.
6.4.1

Determination of Gust factor

The wind analysis of the structure is performed based on three cases mentioned as
follows:
• Bridge with intermediate piers having spring boundary conditions.
• Bridge with intermediate piers having fixed boundary conditions.
• Piers
Bridge with intermediate piers having spring boundary conditions

This case is subdivided into two cases. In the first case, only the first mode of vibration is considered to be the governing mode of vibration and hence the analysis
is performed considering only the first fundamental frequency. For the second case,
both the first and the second modes of vibrations are considered to be the governing
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modes of vibrations and hence the response of the structure to the wind action is
analyzed for both the modes.
Table 6.4 provides the input parameters required for the analysis and calculation of
gust factor. Table 6.5 shows the calculation of gust factor for the case considering
only the first fundamental mode as the governing mode of vibration. Table 6.6 shows
the calculation of the gust factor for the case considering the first two fundamental
modes of vibrations together as the governing modes.
Table 6.4: Input parameters
spring
fixed
support
support
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Wind climate
Reference wind velocity Ubas
Air density ρ
Site specifications
Roughness length z0
Terrain factor
Structural specifications
Horizontal dimension b
Vertical dimension h
Natural frequency ne
Logarithmic decrement δs
Mass per unit of length
Mass per unit of area µ
Shape factor C

Unit

Comment

23
1.25

23
1.25

m/s
kg/m3

SS-EN-Table NA1

0.05
0.19

0.05
0.19

m

SS-EN-Table 4.1

166
3.5
0.742
0.04
10843.37
3098.1
1.56

166
3.5
1.48
0.04
10843.37
3098.1
1.56

m
m
Hz

FEM (LUSAS)
SS-EN-Table F.2

kg/m
kg/m2
SS-EN-Figure 8.3

Bridge with intermediate piers having fixed boundary conditions

For this case, the support condition for the intermediate piers is assigned as fixed
and the bridge deck is analyzed for the along-wind response. For this case, it has
been shown previously from the Power Spectral Density Function that only the
first mode generates a non-dimensional frequency which has a significant response.
Hence, only the first fundamental mode is considered to be the governing mode and
the gust factor is calculated based on the first fundamental frequency as shown in
Table 6.5.
Piers

For the case of the piers, it has been shown previously in this chapter that only
the first fundamental mode of vibration along the y-direction generates a nondimensional frequency which shows a significant response in the Power Spectral
Density (PSDF) diagram. The second mode of vibration generates a response which
falls out of the range of the PSDF diagram. Hence, the dynamic wind analysis of
the piers is performed for the first fundamental mode of vibration and the details of
the calculation are shown in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8.

Wind Load Analysis

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

6.4.2

Table 6.5: Design parameters of the bridge deck
spring
fixed
support support
Unit
Reference height zref
25
25
m
Mean wind velocity U (zref )
27.16
27.16
m/s
Reference Influence number
11.55
11.55
N m/N
Integral effect of gm i.e. γm
0.105
0.105
Mean bending moment at mid-span
506.7
506.7
kN/m
Turbulence intensity Iu (zref ) = Iu,ref
0.161
0.161
Integral length scale Lu = Lxu (zref )
131.64
131.64
m
y
Lu = Lu /3
43.88
43.88
m
Non-dimensional response variance Jb2
0.021
0.021
Background bending moment σb
32.61
32.61
kN/m
Aero-dynamic damping δa
0.0113
0.0055
Total damping δ
0.0513 0.00.0455
Non-dimensional frequency fL
3.51
7.17
Spectral density function RN (zref , ne ) 0.0497
0.0308
φy = Cy nb/Uref (Cy = 8)
35.403
72.37
2
Joint acceptance function Jy (ne )
0.02804
0.0136
Equivalent mass mg
9.105
9.105
kg
Variance of acceleration σacc
0.0544
0.0318
m
Resonant bending moment σr
194.57
94.53
kN m
Peak factor Kp (v = ne )
3.651
3.841
Standard deviation of
197.28
99.998
kN m
Structural response σR
Maximum bending moment Rm ax
1226.97
890.83
kN m
Gust factor ϕ = Rmax /µR
2.421
1.758
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Comment
Eq. 3.56
Figure 3.1
Eq. 3.43
Eq. 3.42
Eq. 2.14
Eq. 3.57
Eq.3.47
Eq. 3.46
Eq. 3.66
Eq. 3.65
Eq. 2.25
Eq. 2.27
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.

3.51
3.39
3.53
3.53
3.59
3.26

Eq. 3.25
Eq. 3.25

Determination of Maximum Wind Load on the Structure

The maximum wind load calculations for the bridge deck are shown in table 6.9 for
the three cases mentioned previously, i.e. spring support condition with first mode
as the governing mode, spring support condition with the first two modes as the
governing modes and fixed support condition with the first fundamental mode as
the governing mode of vibration.
Table 6.10 also shows three different load conditions, i.e. without traffic, with traffic
and under construction. In the case of without traffic, the vertical dimension of
the deck is equal to 4 m and for the case of with traffic, the vertical dimension of
the deck is 6 m taking into consideration the height of the vehicles. In the case
of under construction, it is assumed that the two girders are placed over the piers
before installing the concrete deck. Therefore, the vertical dimensions of the two
girders are calculated to be 5.1 m taking into consideration the effect of both the
girders. The basic wind velocity vb during the construction is taken as 15 m/s.
The corresponding maximum wind loads per unit length of the deck in x-direction
(along-wind direction) are shown in table 6.11. The maximum wind in the vertical
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direction i.e. z-direction is taken as the same as that of in x-direction but the force
coefficient cf z is taken as ±0.9 which is recommended by EC1 (cl. 8.3.3) . The
maximum wind force in y-direction is taken as 25% of the force in x-direction for
plated bridges based on cl. 8.3.4 of EC1.
For the piers, table 6.12 shows the maximum wind load per unit length acting
on the pier based on the gust factor calculated in table 6.9.

6.5
6.5.1

Vortex shedding and Aeroelastic instabilities
Vortex shedding

For the bridge deck, the ratio between the critical vortex shedding velocity and the
mean wind velocity is calculated to be 1,404. Annex E.1.2(2) specifies that the vortex shedding response need not be checked if the above ratio exceeds 1,25. Hence,
it can be concluded that the bridge deck will be safe against vortex shedding instability.

The maximum deflection caused due to the vortex shedding load on the piers is
calculated to be 0,036m which is quite negligible when compared to the total height
and the cross-sectional dimensions of the pier. Hence, it can be concluded that the
piers will not be affected by vortex shedding and the resultant deflections are within
safe limits. The detailed calculations are shown in the Appendix.
6.5.2

Galloping

Eurocode1 mentions that for a structure to be declared safe against galloping instability, the ratio between the onset galloping velocity and the mean wind velocity
should be greater than 1,25. In our case, the above ratio is 2,259 and hence it can
be concluded that the bridge deck is safe against galloping instability.
6.5.3

Divergence and Flutter Response of the Bridge Deck

The divergence and flutter response of the bridge deck is analyzed with the help of
EN1991-1-4 Annex E.4. Divergence and flutter are aerodynamic instabilities that
can occur for plate-like structures above a certain threshold or critical wind velocity. To avoid divergence and flutter, three criteria are given in EC1 to check the
susceptibility of a structure to these instabilities. The three criteria are checked in
order stated and if any one of the criteria is not met, then the structure will not be
prone to either divergence or flutter.
The three criteria provided by EC1 are as follows:
• The structure or a substantial part of it has an elongated cross-section similar
to a flat plate with b/d less than 0.25.
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Hence, b/d = 3.5/12.01 = 0.291 which is greater than 0.25. Thus, the first
criterion is not met and so the bridge deck will not be prone to either divergence
or flutter. The remaining two criteria that are mentioned below need not be
further checked:
• The torsional axis is parallel to the plane of the plate and normal to the wind
direction. The center of torsion is at least d/4 downwind of the windward edge
of the plate.
• The lowest natural frequency corresponds to a torsional mode, or else the
lowest torsional natural frequency is less than 2 times the lowest translational
natural frequency.
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Table 6.6: Determining the gust factor by considering the effect of first two mode shapes
for spring support.
Mode 1
Mode 2
Wind climate
1 Reference wind velocity Ubas
23
23
m/s
SS-EN-Table NA1
2 Air density ρ
1.25
1.25
kg/m3
Site specifications
3 Roughness length z0
0.05
0.05
m
SS-EN-Table 4.1
4 Terrain factor
0.19
0.19
Structural specifications
5 Horizontal dimension b
166
166
m
6 Vertical dimension h
3.5
3.5
m
7 Natural frequency ne
0.742
1.48
Hz
FEM (LUSAS)
8 Logarithmic decrement δs
0.04
0.04
SS-EN-Table F.2
9 Mass per unit of length
10843.37 10843.37
kg/m
10 Mass per unit of area µ
3098.1
3098.1
kg/m2
11 Shape factor C
1.56
1.56
SS-EN-Figure 8.3
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
32
33
34

Reference height zref
Mean wind velocity U (zref )
Reference Influence number
Integral effect of gm i.e. γm
Mean bending moment at mid-span
Turbulence intensity Iu (zref ) = Iu,ref
Integral length scale Lu = Lxu (zref )
Lyu = Lu /3
Non-dimensional response variance Jb2
Background bending moment σb
Aero-dynamic damping δa
Total damping δ
Non-dimensional frequency fL
Spectral density function RN (zref , ne )
φy = Cy nb/Uref (Cy = 8)
Joint acceptance function Jy (ne )2
Equivalent mass mg
Variance of acceleration σacc
Resonant bending moment σr
Peak factor Kp (v = ne )
Standard deviation of
Structural response σR
Total resonant response σR
Maximum bending moment Rm ax
Gust factor ϕ = Rmax /µR

25
27.16
11.55
0.105
506.7
0.161
131.64
43.88
0.021
32.61
0.0113
0.0513
3.51
0.0497
35.403
0.02804
9.105
0.0544
194.57
3.651
197.28
221.18
1356.34
2.677

25
27.16
11.55
0.105
506.7
0.161
131.64
43.88
0.021
32.61
0.0055
0.00.0455
7.17
0.0308
72.37
0.0136
9.105
0.0318
94.53
3.841
99.998

m
m/s
N m/N
kN/m
m
m
kN/m

kg
m
kN m
kN m
kN m
kN m

Eq. 3.56
Figure 3.1
Eq. 3.43
Eq. 3.42
Eq. 2.14
Eq. 3.57
Eq.3.47
Eq. 3.46
Eq. 3.66
Eq. 3.65
Eq. 2.25
Eq. 2.27
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.

3.51
3.39
3.53
3.53
3.59
3.26

Eq. 3.24
Eq. 3.25
Eq. 3.25
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Table 6.7: Input parameters of the piers
Larger area Smaller area
exposed
exposed

Unit

Comment

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Wind climate
Reference wind velocity Ubas
Air density ρ
Site specifications
Roughness length z0
Terrain factor
Structural specifications
Horizontal dimension b
Vertical dimension h
Natural frequency ne
Logarithmic decrement δs
Mass per unit of length
Mass per unit of area µ
Shape factor C

1
2
6
7
11
12
12
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Table 6.8: Design parameters of the pier
Larger area Smaller area
exposed
exposed
Reference height zref
13.845
13.845
Mean wind velocity U (zref )
24.57
24.57
Turbulence intensity Iu (zref ) = Iu,ref
0.1778
0.1778
Integral length scale Lu = Lxu (zref )
110.252
110.252
Aero-dynamic damping δa
0.00335
0.00052
Total damping δ
0.03335
0.03052
Background response frequency n0
0.212
0.284
Background response kb
0.7563
0.7607
Non-dimensional frequency fL
6.104
15.208
Spectral density function RN (zref , ne )
0.0334
0.0182
Mode shape coefficient Gy
0.5
0.5
Non-dimensional parameter φy
2.302
1.7656
Mode shape coefficient Gz
0.2778
0.2778
Non-dimensional parameterφz
10.215
25.46
Size reduction factor ks (ne )
0.212
0.109
Resonant response kr
1.082
0.33
Zero-uppcrossing frequency v
1.0523
1.8805
Peak factor kp
3.752
3.903
Gust factor ϕ
2.81
2.45

1
2
3
4

23
1.25

23
1.25

m/s
kg/m3

SS-EN-Table NA1

0.05
0.19

0.05
0.19

m

SS-EN-Table 4.1

5.2
23.075
1.36
0.03
19903.1
3827.52
1.137

1.6
23.075
3.39
0.03
19903.1
12439.44
1.428

m
m
Hz

FEM (LUSAS)
SS-EN-Table F.2

kg/m
kg/m2
SS-EN-table 7.23

Unit
m
m/s
m

Hz

Hz

Comment
Eq. 3.56
Eq. 2.14
Eq. 3.57
Eq. 3.66
Eq. 3.65
Eq. 3.62
Eq. 3.63
Eq. 2.25
Eq. 2.27
Table 3.1
Eq. 2.54
Table 3.1
Eq. 2.54
Eq. 2.54
Eq. 3.64
Eq. 3.60
Eq. 3.59
Eq. 3.58
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Table 6.9: Design parameters of the piers obtained from Eurocode1
Larger area Smaller area
exposed
exposed
Unit
Wind climate
Reference wind velocity Ubas
23
23
m/s
Air density ρ
1.25
1.25
kg/m3
Site specifications
Roughness length z0
0.05
0.05
m
Terrain factor
0.19
0.19
Structural specifications
Horizontal dimension b
5.2
1.6
m
Vertical dimension h
23.075
23.075
m
Natural frequency ne
1.36
3.39
Hz
Logarithmic decrement δs
0.03
0.03
Mass per unit of length
19903.1
19903.1
kg/m
Mass per unit of area µ
3827.52
12439.44
kg/m2
Shape factor C
1.137
1.428
Reference height zref
13.845
13.845
m
Mean wind velocity U (zref )
26.808
26.808
m/s
Turbulence intensity Iu (zref ) = Iu,ref
0.161
0.161
Integral length scale Lu = Lxu (zref )
150
150
m
Aero-dynamic damping δa
0.001
0.001
Total damping δ
0.031
0.031
Background response factor B 2
0.961
0.97
Non-dimensional frequency fL
7.01
18.968
Spectral density function RN (zref , ne )
0.03
0.016
Non-dimensional parameter φb
0.542
0.607
Non-dimensional parameterφh
0.299
0.146
Resonant response Factor R2
0.977
0.291
Zero-uppcrossing frequency v
0.965
1.628
Hz
Peak factor kp
3.735
3.872
Structural factor cs cd
1.257
1.128
Gust factor ϕ
2.674
2.399

Comment
SS-EN-Table NA1

SS-EN-Table 4.1

FEM (LUSAS)
SS-EN-Table F.2

SS-EN-table 7.23
EC1,Eq. 4.3
Eq. 4.7
Table F.2
Swedish Annex
Swedish Annex

Cl. 6.3.1

Table 6.10: Input parameters to determine maximum wind load acting along the deck
length
Without With
During
traffic
traffic construction
unit
Comment
vertical dimension dtot
4
6
5.278
m
Reference areaAref
664
996
876.148
m2
Force coefficient Cf x
1.56
1.87
1.65
Basic wind velocity vbas
23
23
15
m/s
Air Density
1.25
1.25
1.25
kg/m3
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Table 6.11: Maximum wind load acting along the deck length
Spring support
Spring support
Fixed
(1st mode)
(1st and 2nd modes) support
unit
Gust factor
2.422
2.678
1.758
Air Density
1.25
1.25
1.25
kg/m3
Mean load Uz,ref (z)
27.16
27.16
17.71
m/s
Without Traffic
6.965
7.699
5.057
kN/m
With traffic
12.524
13.844
9.093
kN/m
Under Construction
4.134
4.57
3.002
kN/m

Comment

Eq. (2.37)(2.39)
Eq. (2.37)(2.39)
Eq. (2.37)(2.39)

Table 6.12: Maximum wind load acting along the pier length
Larger area Smaller area
exposed
exposed
Unit
Comment
2
Reference area
120
36.92
m
Gust factor
2.81
2.45
Shape factor
1.137
1.428
Air Density
1.25
1.25
kg/m3
Mean load Uz,ref (z)
24.57
24.57
m/s
Maximum wind load
6.23
2.112
kN/m Eq. (2.37)(2.39)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 6.13: Vortex shedding response of bridge deck
Values
Unit
Fundamental frequency in crosswind direction f1
1.48
Hz
Width of the deck in the crosswind direction d
3.5
m
Width of the deck in the alongwind direction b
12.01
m
Strouhal Number St
0.142
Density of air ρ
1.25
kg/m3
Structural logarithmic decrement of damping δs
0.04
Mass per unit length me
10843.37 kg/m
Critical velocity for vortex shedding Ucrit
36.4788
m/s
Mean wind velocity at the center
27.16
m/s
of the deck Um
Ratio of critical velocity to
1.343
mean wind velocity (Ucrit /Um )
Max. governing ratio for susceptibility
1.25
to vortex shedding (Ucrit /Um )1

Comment

Fig. E.1 EC1

E.1.2(2) EC1
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5
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Table 6.14: Vortex shedding response of piers
Values
Unit
Fundamental frequency in crosswind direction f1
1.362
Hz
Width of the pier in the crosswind direction d
1.6
m
Width of the pier in the alongwind direction b
5.2
m
Strouhal Number St
0.107
Density of air ρ
1.25
kg/m3
Structural logarithmic decrement of damping δs
0.03
Height of the piers h
23.075
m
Mass per unit length me
19903.1
kg/m
Scruton Number Sc
373.1831
Assumed correlation length Lj
9.6
m
Critical velocity for vortex shedding Ucrit
20.3664
m/s
Mean wind velocity at the center
22.53
m/s
of the correlation length Um,Lj
Basic value of standard deviation of load clat,0
1.1
Ratio of critical velocity to
0.9039
mean wind velocity (Ucrit /Um,Lj )
Standard deviation of load clat
0.9135
Mode shape factor Kξ
0.133
Effective correlation length factor Kw
0.801
Maximum deflection amplitude ymax
0.0364
m

Table 6.15: Galloping response of bridge deck
Values
Unit
Fundamental frequency in crosswind direction f1
1.48
Hz
Width of the deck in the crosswind direction d
3.5
m
Width of the deck in the alongwind direction b
12.01
m
Strouhal Number St
0.142
Density of air ρ
1.25
kg/m3
Structural logarithmic decrement of damping δs
0.04
Mass per unit length me
10843.37 kg/m
Scruton Number Sc
56.65
Factor of galloping instability aG
10
Onset velocity for galloping Ucg
58.69
m/s
Mean wind velocity at the center
27.16
m/s
of the deck Um
Ratio of onset velocity to
2.161
mean wind velocity (Ucg /Um )
Max. governing ratio for susceptibility
1.25
to galloping (Ucg /Um )1

Comment

Fig. E.1 EC1

Table E.2 EC1

Comment

Fig. E.1 EC1

E.2.1(2) EC1

Chapter 7

Conclusion
EN-1991-1-4 or Eurocode 1, actions on structures-General Actions part 1-4, provides
certain simplified methods that can be used as a guidance to determine the effect
of fluctuating wind load on various types of structures and structural components.
These methods are found to be based on a set of specific assumptions and simplifications which restrict the applications of the code to structures having a complicated
response functions to the fluctuating wind load. If the wind-induced vibration of
the structure is negligible i.e. the non-dimensional frequency of the structure is
not within the range of the power spectral density function (section 2.4.3), then
the wind load is treated as a static wind load case and the simplified method suggested in clause 8.3.2 can be used. The structures whose non dimensional frequency
falls within the range, a dynamic assessment needs to be performed. Eurocode
1 presents specific methods to determine the structural factor which are applicable only for particular structural configurations (figure 6.1 EC1) whose responseinfluence functions have constant signs. The formula to obtain the aerodynamic
admittance functions that are presented in Eurocode 1 (annex B and C) are valid
for structures whose response-influence functions have constant sign. For structures
whose response-influence function have complicated signs like the bending moment
influence function of the given bridge in this report, these simplified methods may
not be appropriate to use in order to calculate the aerodynamic admittance function.
The other limitations behind the simplified methods to calculate the structural
factors are that the along-wind vibration in the fundamental mode needs to be
significant and have a constant sign. This may not be valid for continuous bridges
for which more than one mode shape may contribute to the response of the structure against fluctuating wind load and one of the contributing fundamental modes
may vary in a complicated manner such as a sinusoidal function with changing sign.
Hence, the aerodynamic admittance functions are obtained from multiple integrals
of the normalized co-spectrum funtions and the mode shapes (section 3.1.2).
By comparing the results obtained from Eurocode1 and the analytical method presented in chapter 3 for the piers which are analyzed as structural components having
a constant sign response-influence function and fundamental mode shape, it has been
observed that the differences in the gust factor-values are very minor and both pro97
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vide similar results. On the other hand, in the case of the three span bridge deck the
bending moment influence function does not vary with a constant sign but rather in
a complicated manner, the methods presented in Euocode 1 may not be appropriate
to use and hence no comparison could be made between the results obtained from
the theoretical methods and Eurocode 1.
The bridge is modeled using FEM with two separate boundary conditions, namely
spring support and fixed support conditions. It has been observed that modeling
the intermediate piers of the bridge as fixed supports increases the fundamental frequency of the structure and hence results in a lower value of the gust factor. On
the other hand, modeling the footing of the intermediate piers as spring supports
reduces the fundamental frequency of the structure and changes the fundamental
mode shape which results in a higher value of the gust factor. It has also been observed that the resultant wind load acting on the structure increases by 13% when
the dynamic response of the structure is considered.
From the above observations it may be concluded that one must be aware of the limitations and assumptions behind the simplified methods presented in the Eurocode1
and knowledge of the concepts behind these suggested methods will enhance the capability of a designer towards an efficient use of the given code. Further research is
recommended to analyse the deck of the bridge as a plate-like structure to evaluate
the dynamic response of the deck in two directions. A wind tunnel test if conducted,
may also provide more accurate force coefficients for the bridge.
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Appendix A

Mass Participation Factor

Figure A.1: Modal analysis and mass participation factors of spring case
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Mass Participation Factor

Figure A.2: Modal analysis and mass participation factors of fixed case
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MATLAB Code
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%Determining the Natural frequencies and mode shapes of the given bridge
%for fixed boundary conditions
clc, clear all
% section properties
% span properties
L_span= 166;
Ls = L_span/23; %m
A_span= 0.827 ; %m2
I_span =0.687
; % m4
E_span= 6.868*10^10 ;
%Pa
EI_span= I_span*E_span ;
m_el_span=1907000/23;
% column properties
A_clm= 1.5*6 ; %m2
I_clm =6*1.5^3/12; % m4
L_clm= 23/3 ;
%m
density= 2400 %kg/m3
E_clm= 33*10^9; %Pa
EI_clm= I_clm*E_clm ;
m_el_clm=density*A_clm*L_clm;

% determinin the stiffness matrix and mass matrix
element =[1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
8
25
25
26
26
27
17
28
28
29
29

1
3;
4 ;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
10;
11;
12;
13 ;
14;
15 ;
16;
17;
18;
19;
20;
21;
22;
23;
24;
25;
26;
27;
28;
29;
30];

2 ;

edof= [ 1
1
2
3
4
5
6 ;
2
4
5
6
7
8
9;
3
7
8
9
10 11 12 ;
4
10 11 12 13 14 15;
5
13 14 15 16 17 18;
6
16 17 18 19 20 21;
7
19 20 21 22 23 24;
8
22 23 24 25 26 27;
9
25 26 27 28 29 30;
10 28 29 30 31 32 33;
11 31 32 33 34 35 36;
12 34 35 36 37 38 39;
13 37 38 39 40 41 42 ;
14 40 41 42 43 44 45;
15 43 44 45 46 47 48;
16 46 47 48 49 50 51;
17 49 50 51 52 53 54;
18 52 53 54 55 56 57;
19 55 56 57 58 59 60;
20 58 59 60 61 62 63;
21 61 62 63 64 65 66 ;
22 64 65 66 67 68 69;
23 67 68 69 70 71 72;
24 22 23 24 73 74 75;
25 73 74 75 76 77 78 ;
26 76 77 78 79 80 81;
27 49 50 51 82 83 84;
28 82 83 84 85 86 87;
29 85 86 87 88 89 90];
% span stiffness Matrix
Kg1 = zeros(90);
ne = 23;
for i = 1:ne
d1=Ls^2/12;
k1 = A_span*E_span/Ls;
k2= 12*EI_span/Ls^3;
k3= 6*EI_span/Ls^2;
k4= 4*EI_span/Ls;
k5= 2*EI_span/Ls;
kel_span = [ k1 0
0
-k1 0
0
0 k2 k3 0
-k2
k3
0 k3 k4 0
-k3
k5
-k1
0
0
k1 0
0
0 -k2 -k3 0
k2 -k3
0 k3 k5 0
-k3 k4];
m_el_s =eye(6,6);
m_el_s(3,3)=d1;
m_el_s(6,6)=d1;
m_span= m_el_s * m_el_span/2;
Kg1(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) = Kg1(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) +
kel_span;

end
% column stiffness Matrix

Kg2 = zeros(90);
ne = 29
for i = 24:ne

Le_clm=3 %m
d2=Le_clm^2/12
k1 = A_clm*E_clm/Le_clm;
k2= 12*EI_clm/Le_clm^3;
k3= 6*EI_clm/Le_clm^2;
k4= 4*EI_clm/Le_clm;
k5= 2*EI_clm/Le_clm;
kel_clm = [ k1 0
0
-k1
0
k2 k3 0
0
k3 k4 0
-k1 0
0
k1
0
-k2 -k3 0
0
k3 k5 0
%transformation matrix
T=[0 1 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1]

0
-k2
-k3
0
k2
-k3

0
k3
k5
0
-k3
k4]

Kg_clm= T'*kel_clm* T;
Kg2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) = Kg2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) + Kg_clm;
end
stiffness_matrix = Kg1+Kg2;
K_total=Kg1+Kg2;
% boundary conditions for stiffness matrix
K_total(90,:)= [];
K_total(:,90)= [];
K_total(89,:)= [];
K_total(:,89)= [];
K_total(88,:)= [];
K_total(:,88)= [];
K_total(81,:)= [];
K_total(:,81)= [];
K_total(80,:)= [];
K_total(:,80)= [];
K_total(79,:)= [];
K_total(:,79)= [];
K_total(71,:)= [];
K_total(:,71)= [];
K_total(2,:)= [];
K_total(:,2)= [];
K_total(1,:)= [];
K_total(:,1)= [];

stiff_M =K_total;

% Mass Matrix
% span mass Matrix
Kg_mass_1= zeros(90);
ne = 23;
for i = 1:ne
d1=Ls^2/12;
m_el_s =eye(6,6);
m_el_s(3,3)=d1;
m_el_s(6,6)=d1;
m_span= m_el_s * m_el_span/2;
Kg_mass_1(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) =
Kg_mass_1(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) + m_span;
end
% column mass Matrix
Kg_mass_2= zeros(90);
ne = 29
for i = 24:ne
Le_clm=19,5/3 ;%m
d2=Le_clm^2/12;
%transformation matrix
T=[0 1 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1]
Kg_clm= T'*kel_clm* T;
%mass matrix column
m_el_c =eye(6,6);
m_el_c(3,3)=d2;
m_el_c(6,6)=d2;
m_column= m_el_c * m_el_clm/2;
m_clm= T'*m_column* T;
Kg2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) = Kg2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) + Kg_clm;
Kg_mass_2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) =
Kg_mass_2(edof(i,2:end),edof(i,2:end)) + m_clm;
end
mass_matrix =Kg_mass_1+ Kg_mass_2;
M_total= Kg_mass_1+ Kg_mass_2;
% boundary conditions for mass matrix
M_total(90,:)= [];
M_total(:,90)= [];
M_total(89,:)= [];
M_total(:,89)= [];
M_total(88,:)= [];
M_total(:,88)= [];
M_total(81,:)= [];
M_total(:,81)= [];

M_total(80,:)= [];
M_total(:,80)= [];
M_total(79,:)= [];
M_total(:,79)= [];
M_total(71,:)= [];
M_total(:,71)= [];
M_total(2,:)= [];
M_total(:,2)= [];
M_total(1,:)= [];
M_total(:,1)= [];
mass_M =M_total;

%obtaining the eigen frequency
% AA= eigen vector & BB = eigen values
[AA,BB]=eig(stiff_M,mass_M);
% the frequecy
for i=1:25
frequency(i,1)= sqrt(BB(i,i))/2/pi;
end
Max= max(abs(AA));
for i=1:81
j=1:81
fi(i,j)=AA(i,j)./Max(1,j);
end
mode1=[ 0; 0; fi(1:68,1);0;fi(69:75,1);0;0;0; fi(76:81,1);0;0;0]
ver_mode1= [mode1(2);mode1(5);mode1(8);mode1(11);mode1(14);mode1(17)
mode1(20);mode1(23);mode1(26);mode1(29);mode1(32);mode1(35)
mode1(38);mode1(41);mode1(44);mode1(47);mode1(50);mode1(53)
mode1(56);mode1(59);mode1(62);mode1(65);mode1(68);mode1(71)];
d=166/23
x=[0 d 2*d 3*d 4*d 5*d 6*d 7*d 8*d 9*d 10*d 11*d 12*d 13*d 14*d 15*d 16*d 17*d
18*d 19*d 20*d 21*d 22*d 23*d];
plot(x,ver_mode1','b');
xlabel('Total length of Bridge(m)')
ylabel('Unit displacement')
title('Mode shapes')
text(98,0.7,'\leftarrow mode 1',...
'HorizontalAlignment','left')
hold on

mode2=[ 0; 0; fi(1:68,2);0;fi(69:75,2);0;0;0; fi(76:81,2);0;0;0]
ver_mode2= [mode2(2);mode2(5);mode2(8);mode2(11);mode2(14);mode2(17)
mode2(20);mode2(23);mode2(26);mode2(29);mode2(32);mode2(35)
mode2(38);mode2(41);mode2(44);mode2(47);mode2(50);mode2(53)
mode2(56);mode2(59);mode2(62);mode2(65);mode2(68);mode2(71)];
plot(x,ver_mode2','g');
text(38,-0.5,'\leftarrow mode 2',...
'HorizontalAlignment','left')
hold on
mode3=[ 0; 0; fi(1:68,3);0;fi(69:75,3);0;0;0; fi(76:81,3);0;0;0]

ver_mode3= [mode3(2);mode3(5);mode3(8);mode3(11);mode3(14);mode3(17)
mode3(20);mode3(23);mode3(26);mode3(29);mode3(32);mode3(35)
mode3(38);mode3(41);mode3(44);mode3(47);mode3(50);mode3(53)
mode3(56);mode3(59);mode3(62);mode3(65);mode3(68);mode3(71)];
plot(x,ver_mode3','r');
text(4,0.3,'\leftarrow mode 3',...
'HorizontalAlignment','left');
hold on;
y=zeros(24);
plot (x,y','k');
hold on;

% m_generalized = generalized mass matrix
[e_vec, e_val]=eig(stiffness_matrix, mass_matrix);

m_generalized = e_vec'*mass_matrix*e_vec;
% Again, r is the influence vector which represents the displacements of the
masses
% resulting from static application of a unit ground displacement. For this
example, each
% mass simply has the same static displacement as the ground displacement.
% for i=1:90
% r_dash = eye(90);
%
% end
for i=1:90
j=1:90
r_dash(i,j)= 1;
end
% the coefficient vector = L_dash

(kg)

L_dash = e_vec'*mass_matrix*r_dash ;

%(kg)

% Modal participation factor for each mode =MPF
for i=1:90
MPF (i) = L_dash(i,1)/m_generalized (i,i);
end
%effective modal mass =EMM

for i=1:90
EMM (i) = L_dash(i,1)^2./m_generalized (i,i)
end
% sum mass participation or sum of effective mass participation

